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Abstract 

The nineteenth century saw a significant shift in how books were produced. 

Industrialization and the emergence of a mass reading public, whose members also had increased 

leisure time and money, led to the need for less expensive books than those bound by individual 

readers. Publishers’ bindings, the specific design created to address this need, also created the 

modern book, the book as we know it today. These bindings flourished in Britain and the United 

States between 1820 and 1920, but not in Canada.  

This thesis will argue that while publishers’ bindings were not as extensive in English 

Canada between 1870 and 1920 as they were in Britain and the United States, they did exist, as 

evident in the three case studies: the individual binder James Barry, the businessman John 

Lovell, and the collection created by Lorne Pierce. Canada, to be sure, experienced the same 

changes that led to the need for less expensive books in Britain and the United States. Full of 

potential, a few circumstances unique to Canada nevertheless frustrated and delayed the 

development of a significant book publishing industry for several decades. Given the state of 

Canadian publishing circa the 1870s, Canadian authors were forced to seek external publishing 

outlets for their work. This, in turn limited the need for publishing innovations. Additionally, 

copyright laws provided further roadblocks to the publishing business in Canada, and 

subsequently affected the development of a national industry able to match the quantity and 

quality of its British and American counterparts. Through the use of three case studies, we will 

see that nonetheless bookbinders and publishers alike sought creative ways to circumvent the 

challenges and produce these uniform bindings.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction1 

Whatever they may do, authors do not write books.  Books are 

not written at all.  They are manufactured by scribes and other 

artisans, by mechanics and other engineers, and by printing 

presses and other machines.2                                                                                              

"What is the history of the book," English scholar James Raven asked in his field-

leading monograph.3 Seemingly prosaic, this is a worthy question on the two hundredth 

anniversary of the contemporary book, and it invites a great many responses from 

scholars working across several fields in the humanities and social sciences.4 Answers 

have been offered by scholars working in among others, textual analysis, the study of 

readership and authorship, the culture of collecting, and the cultural, material and 

technological aspects of book production and diffusion. Among these, British and 

American topics have been well documented, while the Canadian story on certain 

material aspects of the book is not as well known.  

This thesis is a modest redress of this geographic imbalance but is not a broad 

essay on the history of the book in Canada, per se.5 Beyond the text itself, books make 

strong rhetorical statements by their very design and aesthetic – statements about the 

cultural, social and intellectual circumstances in which they were produced. I am 

 

1 Parts of the introduction have been previously published as Kimberley Bell, “Bound to Be Beautiful: 

Publishers’ Bindings in the Nineteenth Century,” Book Arts Arts Du Livre Canada 8, no. 2 (2017): 32–36. 
2 Roger E. Stoddard, A Library-Keeper’s Business: Essays (New Castle, DE: Oak Knoll, 2002), 33. 
3 James Raven, What Is the History of the Book? (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2018). 
4 Western scholars generally date the beginning of the modern book at 1820, which is the end of the 

handpress period and the transition to machine-powered printing. See, for example, Philip Gaskell, A New 

Introduction to Bibliography (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974), 189. 
5 History of the book, or the study of print history is a recognizable interdisciplinary subfield of history that 

intersects with literature, history and bibliography, and broadly covers the creation, dissemination, and 

reception of script and print. 
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interested in one such format – publishers’ bindings – and how changes in the printing 

and publishing industry affected the production of publishers’ bindings in Canada 

between 1870 and 1920. Using diaries, the Canadian census, and the physical objects, the 

objective of this thesis is to examine the use of this particular type of binding in English 

Canada during this period. Three case studies that examine the contributions of James 

Barry, a small-town bookbinder, John Lovell, a big-time urban publisher and bookbinder 

and Lorne Pierce, a twentieth-century publisher and benefactor of an important academic 

library collection of Canadiana will serve as the foundation for this thesis. 

Quite simply, the term “publishers’ bindings” refers to what is now prosaically 

called the cover. “Cover” is not a historical term, but rather a description of the 

functionality of a book’s outer binding. Predecessors of modern book covers, these 

bindings or book coverings, were designed and produced in large quantities for specific 

publishers. They were generally not as prevalent in Canada as they were in Britain and 

the United States, and the idea of this thesis is to determine why this was so without 

retreating to the common historical assumption that Canada simply lagged 'behind' these 

other places. Publishers' bindings were, at the same time, reflections of the societies in 

which they emerged and agents of change in the flourishing consumer publishing 

industry of which they were a critical part. In a sense, these bindings had, by the end of 

the nineteenth century, created the modern book, replacing the expensive bespoke bound 

items that were only within the financial reach of the elite.  

The story of publishers' bindings begins with a humble piece of cloth and two 

pioneering Britons looking to solve a handful of business-related problems. In the first 

quarter of the nineteenth century, William Pickering, a London publisher, and Archibald 
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Leighton, a binder, wished to produce and sell books in large quantities. Products of their 

time, these two men sought to incorporate three key elements of Britain's rapidly 

industrializing landscape in the production of printed materials: repeatability, consistency 

and scaled production. For that to happen, Pickering and Leighton understood that some 

not-so-humble materials on which bookbinders had previously relied would have to be 

jettisoned.6 Before the 1820s, the majority of books were sold in quires (gatherings or 

sections), with temporary paper wrappers or board bindings, meant to be bound by the 

purchaser.7 Leather was the most popular, but also expensive, material, and the bindings 

crafted reflected the taste and budget of the buyer. Various cloth coverings, such as silk, 

velvet and canvas (quite common on school texts), had undoubtedly been used 

previously, but chiefly as specialty bindings arranged by the purchaser, or by the retailer 

in limited quantities for a quick sale. Bespoke bindings such as these were unique to the 

individual book and binder. Instead, Pickering sought to provide an increasingly literate 

public with a durable binding that was less expensive than leather, yet more pleasing to 

the eye than paper. Canvas was not a viable option, and the finer fabrics were expensive 

to work with and often susceptible to "strike-through" – where the binder's glue showed 

through the material. To prevent this, and to strengthen the fabric for binding and 

 

6 One contemporary source considered Pickering’s role substantial enough to warrant explicit credit, which 

the Penny Magazine offered in 1833 by noting that “Mr. Pickering of Chancery Lane, in the last seven 

years, introduced a cheap and yet neat and substantial binding in cloth.” Charles Knight, “Printing Presses 

and Machinery-Bookbinding,” Penny Magazine of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge 2, no. 

111 (1833): 505–11.  
7 An excellent description of board bindings can be found in: Stuart Bennett, Trade Bookbindings in the 

British Isles 1660-1899 (New Castle, DE: Oak Knoll Press and the British Library, 2004), 80-85. For 

challenges to the assumption that board bindings were meant to be temporary, see Jonathan E. Hill, “From 

Provisional to Permanent: Books in Boards, 1790-1840,” The Library: Transactions of the Bibliographic 

Society 21, no. 3 (1999), 247–73, and David Pearson, English Bookbinding Styles 1450-1800 (London and 

New Castle, DE: British Library and Oak Knoll Press, 2005), 159-163.  
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decoration, Leighton had to size the fabric, probably by using a starch filler.8 These 

modest, early cloth bindings, as seen in Figure 1, with their paper labels, served as the 

foundation for the bindings that followed. 

 

Figure 1 Early cloth binding9 

Critically, none of this was possible without another contemporary innovation that 

allowed for an attractive, inexpensive binding: case bindings. As shown in Figure 2, case 

bindings were manufactured in large numbers, concurrently and independently from the 

text block, and subsequently glued to the book. They made it economically feasible for 

the publisher to bind in large quantities. Nor was the case binding the only technology 

that helped Pickering. Further enhancements were made to cloth texture in the 1830s, 

with ribbon embossing resulting in more appealing covers. However, this technique was 

expensive, and its use soon faded to be replaced by other decorative means. As a means 

of blocking the cloth in gold, the introduction of the Imperial arming press in 1832, made 

a lasting impression.10   

 

8 Sizing is a generic term for compounds that are applied to cloth to bind the fiber together and stiffen the 

fabric, making it useable for bookbinding. 
9 Horace, Quintus Horatius Flaccus (Londini: Gulielmus Pickering, 1824), W. D. Jordan Rare Books 

Collection PA6393 .A2 1824. Unless otherwise stated, all photo credits belong to the author, Kim Bell. 
10 Douglas Ball, Victorian Publishers’ Bindings (Williamsburg, Virginia: Book Press, 1985), 15. 
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Figure 2 Case binding11 

Initially, blocking in gold only appeared on the spines, but this soon gave way to 

greater use.  Central vignettes, blocked in gold on the upper boards, added visual interest 

to the covers, and these pictorials, frequently framed with borders, made their way onto 

both boards in the 1840s. Depending on the size of the book and the material used for the 

binding—cloth, leather or gold leaf—the binding cost could represent as much as twenty-

nine percent of the total production cost. The Methodist Book and Publishing House in 

Toronto estimated that it cost 15 cents, or less than a third of the total cost, to bind one 

copy of Toward the Sunrise, an illustrated, 459-page book, covered in book cloth.12  In 

comparison, composition costs—setting, justifying and distributing type by hand—took 

the most significant bite out of the profits.13 

 

11 Gaskell, A New Introduction to Bibliography, 233. 
12 The wholesale cost of one book was estimated at 52 cents. Greta Petronella Golick, “Frank Nunan and 

the Guelph Bookbindery: A Documentary Investigation” (PhD diss., University of Toronto, 2010), 39 

n150. 
13 Bryan Dewalt, “Printing Technology,” in History of the Book in Canada: Volume Two, 1840-1918 ed. 

Yvan Lamonde, Patricia Fleming, and Fiona A Black (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2004), 95. 
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Successive publishers in Britain and the United States incorporated these binding 

innovations into their businesses. Lavishly embellished gift books, especially around the 

holidays, became common in the 1850s and 60s. These books tended to be collections of 

poetry or the works of contemporary, well-known authors. Even the joy of the holidays, 

however, could not overcome the limitations brought about by the American civil war. 

Because of the war, the economic climate in the United States was changing, and 

publishers used gold less frequently on bindings. "Dutch gold," a less expensive copper 

and zinc alloy, rolled flat and then used as a blocking foil, often stood in for gold.14 

Meanwhile, cover designers such as John Sliegh, John Leighton and others in Britain, 

began signing their work.  In the United States, it was the engravers, or die-sinkers, such 

as John Feely and William M. Tompson, who left their mark. It would be a few decades 

yet before American designers began to sign their work in earnest. 

Black ink entered publishers' toolkits in the 1870s, and when combined with 

inserts and paper onlays to the covers, ushered in a new era of visually stunning covers. 

At the same time, book designers employed techniques of asymmetry and the Japanese 

influence, also evident in other areas of design in the United States.15 Additionally, the 

Arts and Crafts movement, with William Morris as its figurehead, was also gaining 

momentum in Britain and, to a lesser extent, in North America. The use of coloured inks 

became prevalent in the 1880s, as seen in the distinct and impressive binding of The 

 

14 Ball, Victorian Publishers’ Bindings, 21. 
15 Asymmetrical designs involved arranging the title and other headings as well as the images and patterns 

around a diagonal axis. With the arrangement of elements different on either side of the axis, the resulting 

effect produced a more engaging design. Margaret Lock, Bookbinding materials and techniques 1700-1920 

(Toronto: Canadian Bookbinders and Book Artists Guild, 2003), 109. 
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complete works of Tennyson, in Figure 3, with its dramatic use of black, red and gold 

colour blocking on green cloth.  

 

 

Figure 3 Complete Works of Alfred Tennyson16                                     

In the last decade of the nineteenth century, these trends persisted and overlapped 

with several new influences to bring about a period of tremendous diversity. This decade 

saw the emergence of specialist book designers in the United States, among them several 

notable female book designers. Sarah Wyman Whitman, one of the earliest, did much of 

her work for the American publishers Houghton and Mifflin. Frequently, she signed her 

bindings with her initials inside of a flaming heart. Amy Sacker designed thousands of 

covers, many of which appeared on different bindings. Known for her figurative 

compositions, which used the entire upper board, as is seen in Figure 4, Louisa May 

Alcott also signed her bindings. Not all signatures were initials; Walter Crane, an English 

 

16 Alfred Tennyson, Complete Works of Alfred Tennyson (New York: Worthington, 1888), W.D. Jordan 

Rare Books Collection PR5550 .E88t. 
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artist and book illustrator, signed his bindings with a rebus of a crane, and W.W. 

Denslow, perhaps best known for illustrating the Wonderful Wizard of Oz, identified his 

bindings with a seahorse monogram.17 Significantly, the signed bindings signified a shift 

away from anonymous cover designs to the individual and provided the designer with a 

marketing tool. 

 

                                

                                         Figure 4 Signed binding by Amy Sacker18 

 

 

The Canadian Situation 

 

Although little of the publishers’ bindings story in the pre-1920 era has been 

studied by scholars focusing on the Canadian context, the history of printing and 

 

17 For further examination and examples of publishers’ bindings, see the following digital resources: 

Andrea Reithmayr, “Beauty for Commerce: Publishers’ Bindings, 1830-1910," Rare Books and Special 

Collections, University of Rochester, Accessed September, 2019, http://rbscp.lib.rochester.edu/3352; 

“Publishers' Bindings Online, 1815-1930: The Art of Books,” University of Alabama, September 2003, 

http://bindings.lib.ua.edu/. 
18 Lousia May Alcott, Under the Lilacs (Boston: Little, Brown, 1905), W.D. Jordan Children’s literature 

collection, PZ5 no.0131. 
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publishing in Canada has received attention. Marie Tremaine struck the first analytical 

note about Canadian publishing with her pamphlet Early Printing in Canada.19 Albeit 

brief, at fourteen pages, Tremaine applied the critical gaze of a social historian, showing 

that in  

little more than a century, the printing press had entered and 

established itself in every section of Canada, in the Maritimes, 

French Canada-Loyalist Ontario, the West, and the Pacific Coast 

-in each district under different conditions, conditions as various 

as the country itself.20  

She followed with her seminal work A Bibliography of Canadian Imprints, 1751 – 1800, 

first published in 1952, a project so fundamental to the understanding of Canadian 

printing that it became known eponymously.21 Consistent with contemporary 

international work, A Bibliography contained a list of 1204 books, pamphlets, leaflets, 

broadsides and handbills, as well as twenty-three newspapers and two magazines, 

covering New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, Quebec and Upper 

Canada. 22 Tremaine’s work was exhaustive as a cataloguing exercise and prompted 

successive scholars to follow suit. Eric Haworth did so with his 1969 Imprint of a Nation, 

which drew heavily from Tremaine.23 Though lacking citations, Haworth developed a 

narrative arc that linked nationhood to print. Surely not coincidentally— writing amidst 

 

19 Marie Tremaine, Early Printing in Canada (Toronto: The Golden Dog Press, 1934). 
20 Tremaine, 14. 
21 Marie Tremaine, A Bibliography of Canadian Imprints, 1751-1800 (Toronto: University of Toronto 

Press, 1952).  
22 Patricia Lockhart Fleming and Sandra Alston corrected and expanded on Tremaine’s Bibliography in 

1999: Early Canadian printing: a supplement to Marie Tremaine's A bibliography of Canadian imprints, 

1751-1800 (Toronto; Buffalo: University of Toronto Press, 1999). The bibliography field was well 

established at this time, with interest in the physical properties of the book. Also writing on analytical 

bibliography in the first half of the twentieth century were Ronald McKerrow, An Introduction to 

Bibliography for Literary Students (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1927), and Fredson Bowers, Principles of 

Bibliographical Description (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1949). 
23 Eric Haworth, Imprint of a Nation (Toronto: Baxter, 1969). 
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the enthusiasm of Canada's centennial celebrations — Haworth insisted that the 

emergence of Canada as an independent nation would have been a "more … protracted 

affair" without the press.24  

The transition from Tremain to Haworth signalled an identifiable shift from 

bibliography to book history. It was not an entirely friction-free shift. Indeed, Thomas 

Adams and Nicolas Barker observe that the transition was nothing less than a "pendulum 

swing from reductionist to a maximalist philosophy," describing a shift from one 

discipline to many.25 In a nutshell, the study of bibliography was giving way to an 

interdisciplinary approach that encompassed a range of new theoretical and 

methodological applications. This dovetailed with the work being done by literary 

theorists and historians, most especially French scholars, including luminaries of the 

Annales School such as Lucien Febvre and Henri-Jean Martin, among others.26 Annales 

scholars transcended the study of the book beyond the physical artifact, connecting it 

with social, economic, and political histories.  

Second generation annaliste Roger Chartier inspired George Parker, who, writing 

from his academic home in a department of English, nevertheless produced the first 

extensive historical survey of the book trade in Canada.27 Expanding from Tremaine, and 

with a nod to earlier attempts by Lorne Pierce and H. Pearson Gundy, Parker examined 

 

24Haworth, 220. 
25 Thomas Adams and Nicolas Barker, “A New Model for the Study of the Book,” in A Potencie of Life: 

Books in Society, ed. Nicolas Barker (London: British Library, 1993), 39. 
26 The critical scholarship on this, and what has come to be identified as marking the beginning of the 

“History of the Book” discipline is: Lucien Febvre and Henri-Jean Martin, The Coming of the Book: The 

Impact of Printing, 1450-1800, trans. David Gerard, eds. Geoffrey Nowell-Smith and David Wootton 

(London: Verso, 1984).  
27 George L. Parker, The Beginnings of the Book Trade in Canda (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 

1985). 
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the complicated relationship between booksellers and printers.28 His research suggested 

that printers issued few books in the early days of the press in Halifax, preferring to 

produce newspapers and various forms of job printing. As a result, booksellers mostly 

imported books, either from the United States or Britain. Bookselling and printing were 

separate trades in British North America, with little connection between the two. In this 

way, Parker argued that that book trade was similar to that of other merchants, and part of 

the larger transatlantic world.29 Parker's central theme, however, focused on the role of 

copyright in the creation of the Canadian book trade.30  That publishers were importing to 

Canada books with publishers' bindings (among others) and tipping in their imprint page 

makes it hazardous to identify which ones were indeed printed and produced in Canada.31 

 Parker’s work serves as the foundation for this thesis, broadly providing the 

background information necessary to study and identify Canadian bindings. One of the 

earliest scholars to narrow the focus and illuminate the Canadian book design scene was 

Sybille Pantazzi, a librarian at the Art Gallery of Toronto in the 1960s. Writing for the 

National Gallery of Canada Bulletin, Pantazzi addressed the lack of work done on the 

contribution of Canadian book artists to book illustration and design, with the focal point 

on the Toronto Art Students’ League and the Group of Seven.32 Although her survey 

 

28 Gundy’s works include:  Early Printers and Printing in the Canadas (Toronto: The Bibliographical 

Society of Canada, 1957) and Book Publishing and Publishers in Canada before 1900, Queen’s University 

Library (Toronto: The Bibliographical Society of Canada, 1965). 
29 Parker, The Beginnings of the Book Trade in Canada, 13. 
30 Parker, p. xi. Parker repackages this early work on copyright in George Parker, “English-Canadian 

Publishers and the Struggle for Copyright,” in History of the Book in Canada: Volume Two, 1840-1918, ed. 

Yvan Lamonde, Patricia Lockhart Fleming and Fiona A. Black (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 

2004), 148-158. 
31 Tipping in pages refers to the method of adding in single leaves to a bound volume. 
32 Sybille Pantazzi, “Book Illustration and Design By Canadian Artists 1890-1940 with a List of Books 

Illustrated by Members of the Group of Seven," Bulletin (National Gallery of Canada) 7, no. IV:I (1966), 

https://www.gallery.ca/bulletin/num7/pantazzi1.html.  
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discussed the influence of British culture on the Canadian art scene, the influence in the 

pre-1920 era is focused on book illustrations and not book covers, something that this 

thesis will address.  

Building on this work, Margaret Lock was initially writing for a different 

audience. Tasked with producing a textbook of sorts for the Canadian Bookbinders and 

Book Artists Guild home study programme in 2003, Lock produced a book that 

continued to develop the scholarship on Canadian bindings.33 Although technical at 

times, Bookbinding Materials and Techniques appeals to those studying book history as it 

weaves concepts and trends unique to the Canadian situation throughout the text. Lock's 

work is a robust, albeit technical examination of bookbinding, but not a historical work.  

The start of the twenty-first century brought with it the publication of national 

studies on the history of the book. Published in 1998, The Cambridge History of the Book 

in Britain, was the first of seven volumes that collaboratively provided an exhaustive 

examination of the history of the book in British society.34 Followed two years later by 

The History of the Book in America, 1: The Colonial Book in the Atlantic World, 

sponsored by the American Antiquarian Society, these expansive histories provided 

thematic studies on print culture within a national framework.35 Published in 2004, 

 

33 Lock, Bookbinding Materials and Techniques. 
34 David McKitterick, Maureen Bell, Michael F. Suarez, and Michael L. Turner, Cambridge History of the 

Book in Britain, ed.  by Richard Gameson, Nigel J. Morgan, Rodney M. Thomson, Lotte Hellinga, J. B. 

(Joseph Burney) Trapp, and John Barnard (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012). 

For a discussion of the challenges of writing a national book history, see: Michael Felix Suarez, 

“Historiographical Problems and Possibilities in Book History and National Histories of the Book,” Studies 

in Bibliography 56 (2003): 140–70. 
35 Hugh Amory and David D. Hall, eds., The History of the Book in America, 1: The Colonial Book in the 

Atlantic World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000). 
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History of the Book in Canada followed.36 Begun in 1997, the project yielded three 

substantial volumes that began in 1752 with the first printing press and purported to 

examine "the role of print in the political, religious and intellectual and cultural life of the 

colonies" to establish itself within the global book history field.37 Patricia Lockhart 

Fleming, one of the editors, explained the choice of 1840 for the end of the first volume’s 

coverage as fitting with the mechanization of book production in Canada and the 

establishment of the press in Manitoba.38 Lacking from this volume are entries discussing 

bookbinders and the binderies that they worked in, focusing instead on the aspect of the 

industry that primarily published newspapers, handbills and other printed matter that did 

not require binding. When identifying the cast of people involved in the newly 

established publishing and printing industry, this volume omitted the work of 

bookbinders and, as a result, left out the book as a historical artifact. A reason for this 

may have been the lack of evidence on the early bookbinding history in British North 

America, with information on printers and the newspaper industry more readily available.  

This oversight, however, was corrected in the second volume in the series, with a 

section on printing and the material form. Critically, the essays in this section identify 

key areas of Canadian bookbinding between 1840 and 1918. At times, however, some of 

the works, and this is particularly true of the shorter articles, veer towards the descriptive 

and lack analytical insight. Judy Donnelly's essay "Book Cover Design," for example, is a 

 

36 Patricia Lockhart Fleming, Gilles Gallichan, and Yvan Lamonde, eds., History of the Book in Canada: 

Volume One, Beginnings to 1840 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2004). 
37 As written on the inside flap of the dust jacket of volume 1. 
38 Patricia Lockhart Fleming, “National Book Histories and the Legacy of History of the Book in 

Canada/Histoire du Livre et de l’imprime au Canada,” Papers of the Bibliographical Society in Canada 46, 

no. 1 (2008), 38. Here, Fleming is engaging directly with Suarez’s article, measuring History of the Book in 

Canada against his “ten topics.” 
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chronological summary of publishers' bindings, and is only three pages in length. 

Although lacking in new research, Donnelly does, however, weave the beginnings of the 

Canadian book scene into her narrative, noting the existence of artists employed by 

publisher George N. Morang, but does not add to the earlier works of Pantazzi and 

Lock.39  

Additionally, Patricia Fleming, an editor of the series, contributed "Binding 

Trades" to this section, providing a brief overview. Although Fleming acknowledged the 

development of book cloth and case bindings in Britain, she did not examine how those 

innovations were used or developed in the Canadian scene, a subject that this thesis will 

interrogate. Instead, Fleming discusses the binding of blank books and other stationery 

items, omitting the binding of texts. Nonetheless, the History of the Book in Canada is 

important in that it, as Carole Gerson, one of the original editors commented years later, 

addressed a gap, and provided a starting point for further academic work.40  

Given a relative paucity of scholarship dealing with the Canadian context, it is 

helpful to look at United States and British scholarly literature on publishers' bindings. 

This literature was founded on earlier texts that surveyed bindings and provided lists of 

cover designers. Michael Sadleir's The History of Bookbinding technique and design, 

considered to be the foundational study of publishers' bindings, introduced the topic using 

 

39 Judy Donnelly, “Book Cover Design,” in History of the Book in Canada: Volume Two, 1840-1918, ed. 

Yvan Lamonde, Patricia Lockhart Fleming, and Fiona A. Black (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 

2004), 108. Morang (1866-1937) an American who was sent to Toronto in 1888 as an agent for D. 

Appleton & Company of New York, played a crucial role in the development of Canadian copyright, 

George L. Parker, “Distributors, Agents, and Publishers: Creating a Separate Market for Books in Canada 

1900-1920. Part I,” Papers of The Bibliographical Society of Canada 43, no. 2 (2005): 34, 

https://doi.org/10.33137/pbsc.v43i2.18435. 
40 Carole Gerson, “History of the Book in Canada: The View from Here,” Mémoires Du Livre 7, no. 2 

(2016): 9,  https://doi.org/10.7202/1036856ar. 
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examples from British publishers through a bibliographer's lens. Indeed, Sadleir, writing 

in 1930, acknowledged in the introduction that the topic was so new "it does not 

altogether belong either to the history of publishing or to the history of book-

manufacture."41 Despite this uncertainty, Sadleir provided an initial rendering of the 

evolution of publishers' bindings within the British context, providing a framework for 

which this thesis is situated.  

 Other works followed discussing technology and the development of the book 

trade.42 These early works provide the groundwork for the more recent literature that 

foregrounds bindings and binding design within the social and cultural milieu. In addition 

to the national book histories previously mentioned, book history scholars were 

researching bindings in new ways. For example, Mirjam Foot, writing in 1998, used the 

vast holdings of the British Library to link book production and bindings to questions of 

authorship, publishing, reading, and collecting, effectively bringing bookbinding to the 

forefront.43 While continuing with similar themes of listing bindings by marking the 

evolution of binding designs and their designers, Foot also connected the bindings to the 

society from which they emerged, arguing that the covers did more than merely protect 

the text. Approaching the subject from the bibliography perspective, as did Sadleir and 

 

41 Michael Sadleir, The Evolution of Publishers’ Binding Styles, 1700-1900 (New York: Garland 

Publishers, 1990), 1. First published in 1930. Also writing on English bindings during this time was John 

Carter, Publisher’s Cloth: An Outline History of Publisher’s Binding in England, 1829-1900 (New York: 

R.R. Bowker, 1935).  
42 See for example, Frank E. Comparato, Books for the Millions: A History of the Men Whose Methods and 

Machines Packaged the Printed Word (Harrisburg, Pa: Stackpole Co, 1971), a text that provides great 

detail on the technological advancement in bookbinding, but only touches on the social and economic 

context in which this occurred; Ball, Victorian Publishers’ Bindings, and Sue Allen, Victorian 

Bookbindings: A Pictorial Survey (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976). 
43 Mirjam Foot, The History of Bookbinding as a Mirror of Society (London: British Library, 1999). See 

also: Mirjam Foot, Studies in the History of Bookbinding (Brookfield, CT: Scolar Press, 1993), and Howard 

M. Nixon and Mirjam Foot, The History of Decorated Bookbinding in England (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 

1992). 
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Carter, Foot broadened the focus, considering the bindings as part of the production 

cycle, beyond their aesthetic value, while stressing the importance of the binding 

structure as evidence.44 The use of bindings as historical artifacts is also crucial to this 

thesis.  

Articles or books written exclusively on Canadian bindings are limited, as has 

been demonstrated. This is not an unexpected situation, given the roadblocks that Canada 

had to navigate concerning communications, technology, and legal wrangling over 

copyright. Canada's circumstance is a significant contrast with the literature on 

publishers' bindings in the United States and Britain, which is extensive and includes 

institutional websites. Many academic libraries in these two countries have catalogued 

their collections to highlight and acknowledge the historical importance of these books as 

material objects. While Canadian institutions are attempting to correct this oversight by 

adding metadata to cataloguing records, much of this work focuses on the British and 

United States texts in their collections.45  

 

 

Case Studies 

 

A shortage of primary sources and scholarship hampers the writing of an over-

arching narrative for Canada on book bindings between 1870-1920 and necessitates the 

case study approach used in this thesis. The reduction of the scale and viewpoint, 

 

44 Mirjam Foot, Bookbinders at Work: Their Roles and Methods (London: British Library, 2006). 
45 Queen’s University Library, for example, has undertaken to add binding designer information into the 

catalogue record, in addition to a description of the binding itself. 
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focusing on quotidian experiences while shifting away from significant events and the 

elite, serves as a methodological objective as well.  

The case study approach carries two distinct advantages in this specific thesis. 

First, the choice of subjects in this instance permits insights across the rural-urban divide 

and between different geographical areas. Despite significant differences in local practice 

and circumstance, subjects representing rural Nova Scotia and metropolitan Montreal 

nevertheless show, above all else, that the notion that books needed commercially viable 

coverings and bindings had broad purchase. Next, the three subjects that appear in this 

thesis represent three different orders of scale concerning the story of books in early 

Canada: the individual, the business, and the collection. The story of how publishers’ 

bindings were conceived and produced at each of these scales illustrates how the concept 

of formalized bindings was integrated across stages of book production, distribution and 

use. James Barry, John Lovell and Lorne Pierce have not appeared in a single study 

before; the lens of publishers’ bindings allows for their joint appearance. Although they 

have been studied separately in various ways, a case study approach gives leave to 

interrogate the three together. Lastly, this type of approach allows for the use of different 

sources, including diaries, the Canadian census and the books themselves.  

For these three case studies, this thesis presents two key findings. To begin, 

copyright proved to be a significant challenge to the progression of a national literature, 

which in turn hindered the development of a native publishing industry compared to the 

United States and Britain. Despite this challenge, uniform bookbinding was happening in 

rural areas as well as urban. Secondly, several key Canadian bindings have been 

identified and is a first step towards a quantitative national survey of publishers’ 
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bindings. These findings are reached through three chapters that are arranged 

chronologically and according to their thematic importance, moving progressively from 

the individual to a business and ending with a collection. One of the challenges in 

focusing on individuals is the possibility of a lack of resources. Fortunately, this is not the 

case in chapter one, which uncovers the bindings of James Barry.46 Barry, a Nova Scotian 

miller and fiddler, and most importantly for our purposes, a bookbinder, kept a daily 

diary for fifty-six years, beginning in 1849.  Using information found within the pages of 

the diaries, Barry’s bookbinding business from 1870 to the first years of the twentieth 

century can be reconstructed. An examination of John Lovell, a shrewd printer and 

publisher whose business ventures covered much ground, is the subject of the next 

chapter. Although a fire in 1885 destroyed the original building that housed Lovell's 

business records, the physical books themselves provide a precious resource for building 

a case study, focusing largely on the years between 1870 and 1890. Next, drawing from 

the substantial Edith and Lorne Pierce Canadiana Collection (ELPC) at the W.D. Jordan 

Rare Books and Special Collections at Queen’s University, this chapter explores the 

publishers' bindings holdings of an academic library, offering insight into collecting 

practices. Physical examples pulled systematically from the decades between 1870 and 

1920 provide material evidence of the types of publishers’ bindings that were produced in 

Canada during this time. 

This case study approach, with its narrow lens, does not preclude broader 

observations. Instead, the conclusions drawn from the studies are broadly applicable to 

the larger historical picture of the Canadian publishing industry of the nineteenth century 

 

46 Also Barrie and Berry. 
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and serve to shed light on the circumstances in which publishers' bindings developed.47 

The physical evidence of binding practices, although different in the Canadian context, 

link directly to questions of authors, binders, publishing and collecting, and the 

relationships among them. Furthermore, these artifacts reflect the world from which they 

emerged and illuminate the patterns that appeared over time. Although a geographical 

study of English Canada, it does not preclude the influence of other cultures, because, as 

we shall see, the influence of the United States and Britain weighed heavily on what 

happened in Canada. Thus, integrating and relating the three case studies, as 

representative of broader trends and patterns in Canadian print culture, will be the 

purpose of the conclusion. 

 

 

47 The ability to connect the individuals to the broader historical picture, I would argue, is the key 

difference between microhistories and local histories or biographies. 
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Chapter 2 

Bookbinding in Nineteenth-Century Pictou County1 

Something of a cold day but nothing to complain of for winter 

time. I was bookbinding most of the day, but made little progress 

on account of not having a good supply of materials. This is a 

devil of a poor winter.2 

The diary entry above is a typical one for James Barry—an account of the 

weather, and a sentence describing the work he had done, along with a complaint or two.3 

Time, weather, and lack of bookbinding supplies presented significant challenges to 

Barry. Born in Six Mile Brook, Pictou County Nova Scotia in 1819, one of eleven 

children to James and Mary Barry, he kept a daily diary for fifty-six years.4 Putting pen to 

paper on Tuesday, June 19, 1849, Barry eventually filled more than one thousand pages, 

writing about the weather, his millwork, his music and his print shop.5 He frequently 

complained, often about the weather or his ill health and just as often about the people 

 

1 I am indebted to Danny Samson who has shared his knowledge of James Barry and his diaries with me. 

He invited me to the Archives to go through boxes of books that had belonged to Barry, and it was within 

these boxes that the evidence of Barry’s bookbinding was brought to light. Samson blogs about Barry at 

http://danieljosephsamson.com and tweets daily about #JamesBarryDiary as @ruralcolonialNS. 
2 James Barry Diary, 17 February 1869, MG1-1218, Nova Scotia Archives [NSA], Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
3 For reasons that are not entirely clear, he was also known as Berrie and Barrie. Undoubtedly some of the 

variations were due to phonetic spelling, although ‘Berrie’ was used to identify James Barry Senior, in his 

will. Probate and Copy of the Last Will and Testament of James Barry, 1856, Macleod Papers 50, Macleod 

Papers Collection, McCulloch Centre, Pictou, Nova Scotia, 

http://haggis.mccullochcentre.ca/document/4295. Barry also referred to himself in print as ‘Berrie’ in his 

music book and on the title page of his second volume MG1-1218 NSA. 
4 Barry was not a prominent figure in Canadian history, making these diaries, considering their length, that 

much more impressive.  
5 In addition to the four volumes of manuscript diaries held at NSA, there are two account books. 

Correspondingly, there are two manuscript music books at the McCulloch Centre in Pictou, NS. The larger 

of the two has over four hundred pages, containing over two thousand titles, written in Barry’s hand. 

Furthermore, the words are his and the inscription “all of this music was composed by James B. Berrie” is 

found on the inside front cover. Barry did not bind these two books and thus they are outside the scope of 

this thesis, but they do represent a fine example of Canadian music manuscripts before print music was 

popular in Canada. For further examples of early Canadian music manuscripts see: Music manuscripts, 

MUS 59, R14307-0-X-E, Allen Ash Fonds, Library and Archives Canada, Ottawa. 

http://danieljosephsamson.com/
http://haggis.mccullochcentre.ca/document/4295
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whose lives intersected with his. Politics and Confederation consumed him before 1867, 

and he often wrote about religion and the church, chastizing those who attended church 

regularly, as well as those who preached the word of God. These short entries reflected 

complex relationships with his wife, Bell, and their two daughters, as well as with his 

hired help, customers and neighbours. They also permit a glimpse into the daily life of 

Barry, his activities, how he interpreted and responded to the world around him, and, 

ultimately, how he overcame the challenges that he faced. An examination of the work 

that Barry did in his traditional printing and bookbinding shop and how he inserted 

himself into the regional book trade leads to a better understanding of the bigger picture 

of publishing in general and bookbinding in particular, in Canada during the latter part of 

the nineteenth century. 

The Six Mile Brook Trail is seven miles long. Today, campers, tourists and 

weekend nature seekers from Halifax enjoy the trail’s mixed-forest vegetation by the 

thousands each year. Not quite as busy in Barry’s time, Six Mile Brook was nevertheless 

a bustling place, with a considerable agricultural base and a significant number of miners 

and shipbuilders. Five individuals identified as booksellers in the census of 1871.6 Barry, 

who owned and operated the shingle and grist mills, was not one of them. He was a hiker 

of sorts, though, often making the approximately thirty-kilometre walk northward to 

Pictou, a thriving nineteenth-century port town adjacent to the Northumberland Strait and 

 

6  George Patterson, A History of the County of Pictou, Nova Scotia  (Montreal: Dawson Brothers, 1877), 

438. Patterson is quite proud of the fact that Pictou County had five booksellers, noting that “eight counties had 

none.” 
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the Gulf of St. Lawrence, as seen in Figure 5. From Pictou’s port, timber and other raw 

goods left for Britain, while finished goods arrived to accommodate colonial life.7  

 

Figure 5 Pictou County, 18798 The circle has been added to identify Barry’s plot of land. 

 

Additionally, Pictou Academy, founded in 1816 by Rev. Thomas McCulloch, 

added an essential measure of intellectual culture to the region.9 Barry made the trip often 

into Pictou, and elsewhere in the region, to buy supplies for his print shop and the mill. 

The latter played an essential role in rural life, often serving as a gathering place—to 

conduct business or to socialize—providing a crucial link between agriculture and the 

home.10 It was an ideal place for Barry to observe and write about the comings and 

 

7 L.D. McCann, “Pictou,” Canadian Encyclopedia (Historica Canada, 2013), 

https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/pictou. 
8 J.H. & Co. Meacham, Illustrated Historical Atlas Of Pictou County Nova Scotia. David Rumsey 

Historical Map Collection (Philadelphia: J.H. Meacham & Co., 1879), 

https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~250932~5517305:Title--Illustrated-

Historical-Atlas. 
9 Patterson, A History of the County of Pictou, Nova Scotia, 322.  
10 It must be acknowledged that although the Europeans brought their mill technology with them to North 

America, Indigenous people were already hand-grinding grain. For more on the importance of mills in rural 

Nova Scotia, see Robert MacKinnon and Graeme Wynn, “Nova Scotia Agriculture in the ‘Golden Age’: A 

New Look,” in Geographical Perspectives on the Maritime Provinces, ed. Douglas Day (Halifax: St. 

Mary’s University, 1988), 47-60; and Cole Harris, The Reluctant Land (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2008), 

chapter 7. 
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goings of the local people. Farmers often brought along their families on mill trips, a 

practice that did not always please the curmudgeonly Barry. Other times, fiddling 

sessions replaced the sounds of water-driven shafts and grinding millstones, which did 

please Barry.  

Barry’s account and day books bear the sterile tone of precise accounting practice. 

Shingle production and grain-mill operation were noted in the impersonal style of 

‘scientific’ accounting. Likewise, in allusions to employees—in his household and the 

mill—if not for occasional expressions of anger towards them, it is difficult to distinguish 

between human and material factors of production. Barry operated the mill, and his 

printing and binding business, on a barter and credit system, carefully detailing how 

much he paid for supplies and how much customers owed him.11  

While the mill was important to Barry, his family and the broader community, it 

was the books that provided the grist for Barry’s mental mill. He was a voracious reader, 

noting in his diary the titles that he had acquired, which provide a road map of his 

political and religious leanings. Early on, Barry identified as a Morisonian, but by the 

1870s, his religious beliefs had shifted towards freethought, eschewing tradition and 

authority for logic and reason.12 From his colonial library, Barry loaned items, detailing 

the titles and who borrowed what, and on occasion, who had not returned books. Lending 

or subscription libraries were not new to Barry; the first one was formed in Pictou County 

 

11 Given the fastidious nature of Barry, it is most likely that he maintained an account book for his print 

shop, and although the book has not been found, evidence suggests that it existed at one time.  
12 Morisonians were followers of James Morrison and rejected the Calvinist views of Protestantism. Daniel 

Samson, “‘“Damn TORYISM Say I”: Dissent, Print Culture, and Anti-Confederation Thought in James 

Barry’s Diary,’” Acadiensis 46, no. 1 (2017): 179, and Daniel Samson, “James Barry’s Transatlantic World 

of Books and Ideas," Acadiensis blog 28 June, 2019,    https://acadiensis.wordpress.com/2019/06/28/james-

barrys-transatlantic-world-of-books-and-ideas/. 
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in 1822, continuing for thirty years.13 Moreover, Barry reprinted items from his library, 

pirating copies that he bound in book cloth and sold or gave away. We do not know the 

exact number of items that Barry printed or bound, but evidence from his diaries 

suggested that it was in the hundreds.  

Barry’s printing and bookbinding was both a business and a hobby. The millwork, 

as his main source of income, took precedence, to be sure, but when circumstances 

allowed, Barry spent time working at printing and bookbinding. Bookbinding and job 

printing also generated revenue for Barry, albeit on a much smaller scale than the mill, 

but these business interests intersected with his intellectual leanings, especially as his 

proficiency for the craft of printing and bookbinding grew.14 Whereas Barry employed 

others to work in the mill, he worked solo in his print shop, accepting binding jobs, but 

also printing and binding titles that he had chosen for himself—texts that he was most 

committed to intellectually. Barry considered himself an intellectual, and although he did 

not explicitly declare himself as one, his descriptions of others defined his scholarly 

aptitude. For example, Barry noted that Johnny Arthur, who visited him, was “no 

scholar.”15  Unlike the early Pictou lending library, Barry was not necessarily interested 

in increasing literacy; instead, he was intent on circulating information that supported and 

furthered his personal beliefs on freethought. 

 

13 Patterson, A History of the County of Pictou, Nova Scotia, 312. Prior to this, the Bible Society was 

formed in 1813, to promote literacy and spread the faith. Barry was operating as more of a public library, 

however, as there is not any evidence that he was charging a subscription fee. For further discussion on 

early libraries in Upper and Lower Canada, see Parker, The Beginnings of the Book Trade in Canda, 

especially 20-21; and Michael Eamon, Imprinting Britain: Newspapers, Sociability, and the Shaping of 

British North America (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2015), 60-65. 
14 Job printing would include work such as printing flyers for picnics, etc. 
15 James Barry Diary, 4 April 1886, MG1-1220, NSA, 18. 
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As the hand-drawn title page of the first diary suggests, Barry was compiling a 

commonplace book.  Creating commonplace books was well-established in Britain by the 

beginning of the eighteenth century.16 Typically, this type of book was a place to add 

ephemera and copy passages of significance to the book owner. Commonplace books 

provided, as Jennifer Jenkins notes, “a view into the daily-life interactions of real people 

with the print culture of their world.”17 To be sure, diaries, scrapbooks and commonplace 

books often shifted in their intent, and the end product became somewhat different than 

the original. Barry referred to his as both diaries and commonplace books, and the 

distinction between the two is blurred. He abandoned his original format of several 

columns of varying widths relatively early for a style that mimicked the standard diary 

format. However, Barry, without fail, continued to note the weather and the work that he 

did or did not do. His diaries provide a chronological timeline of his intellectual 

development, listing and describing what he was purchasing, reading, printing and 

binding. Although Barry lived in rural Nova Scotia, he was exposed to a wide array of 

literature—from newspapers to pamphlets to general works of nonfiction. The act of 

buying books, of course, does not mean that the person has read the book, and the 

implication here is not that Barry read everything he owned. Nor does it imply that the 

bindings on the books in his library were done in his shop. He did, however, carefully 

select his diary entries as well as what he cut and pasted into his diaries. 

It is through these diaries that we can construct a timeline of Barry’s work as a 

bookbinder. Did Barry view the diaries or commonplace books as a private undertaking, 

 

16 Jennifer Lei Jenkins, “Cut and Paste: Repurposing Texts From Commonplace Books to Facebook,” The 

Journal of Popular Culture 48, no. 6 (December 2015): 1374–90, https://doi.org/10.1111/jpcu.12364, 1375. 
17 Jenkins, 1377. 
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or did he see them as a public gesture, hoping, or perhaps assuming that they would be 

read by others one day? A look through the pages reveals impeccable penmanship, free of 

errors, even when Barry was well into his eighties. Marginalia is noticeably absent from 

his diaries, although Barry demonstrated his artistic ability with pencil vignettes (some in 

colour) over the years.18 It is the bookplates (four of Barry’s have been identified), some 

printed, others hand-drawn, that identify the diaries as belonging to him. Barry, as it 

happened, was constructing his diary with intention, re-copying his notes and curating it 

with great care and detail.19 When considering this curatorial role that Barry engaged in 

with the diaries, one that allowed him to collect, revise and most likely edit his thoughts, 

it is safe to presume that he was crafting his books for a wider audience.  

Inside the front boards and, on occasion, the back boards, newspaper clippings of 

various events and images are secured. Ranging from news items on local politicians to 

the obituary of Elizabeth Cady Stanton, a ‘Pioneer Suffragist,’ dated October 27, 1902, to 

a humorous poem about shoes, the ephemera is indicative of Barry’s personality and 

speaks to the diverse interests and knowledge that he held:  

                        A Shoemaker’s Sign  

Here lives a man who won’t refuse  

To make and mend both boots and shoes,  

His leather is good, his work quick,  

His profits are small, so he don’t give a tick.  

And when he dies he fears no coals,  

As he has saved so many soles.20 

 

18 It is probable, although not definite, that the male images are self-portraits of Barry. 
19 There are two diary volumes that begin in 1849 at NSA. Firstly, MG1-1216 is covered with dark book 

cloth and has a hand-drawn title page. This diary concludes at the end of February 1858, and is copied into 

another volume, MG1-1217. Barry acknowledged that he had copied the diary and indicated in other entries 

that he was recopying his words.  
20 James Barry Diary, MG1-1218, NSA, front cover. 
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It is likely, given the type font and layout, that Barry himself printed this piece. It was a 

reasonably common poem found in various publications such as W.C. Walker’s The New 

Casket: Containing Gems of Amusement and General Instruction, Volume 1 and much 

later in The Guernsey magazine: a monthly illustrated journal of useful information, 

instruction, and entertainment.21 It would have also held significance for Barry, and he 

would have related to the shoemaker, in that he frequently mentioned in his diaries that 

“he does more good than the Reverend.”22 Current events, especially of a political or 

religious nature, held importance for him, yet Barry exhibited a humorous side as well.  

Additionally, of a personal nature, pressed flowers located between some of the pages, 

represented a visual reminder of nature walks with his beloved daughter Josephine. 

The weather was an essential factor, if not the most crucial factor in Barry’s 

millwork, and indirectly to his bookbinding. Barry’s health and his mood were impacted 

by the weather, as was the functioning of the mill. Poor weather resulted in few 

customers at the mill, and Barry took this opportunity to work in his print shop, a 

building separate from the mill where he worked away at type-setting, printing and 

bookbinding.23  “Bindery—not many coming to the mill,” Barry noted in his diary entry 

of February 3, 1870.24 It was during these times of inclement weather, or when the water 

level was too low to run the mill, that Barry worked on his printing and binding. February 

and March are rife with “bookbinding” carefully noted within the margins, alongside 

 

21 W.C. Walker’s The New Casket: Containing Gems of Amusement and General Instruction, Volume 1 

(London: William Strange 1831), 255; and in The Guernsey Magazine: A Monthly Illustrated Journal of 

Useful Information, Instruction, and Entertainment. Guernsey, 1886, vol. 14. 
22 James Barry Diary, 3 December 1894, MG1-1220, NSA, 521. 
23 Fulton D. Langille, “Six Mile Brook Shelters Shrine,” Chronicle Herald, October 7, 1965. 
24 James Barry Diary, MG1-1218, NSA. 
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sentences referencing the cold or stormy weather.25 The weather that kept farmers at 

home meant they would be absent from the mill. April was also often fraught with foul 

weather, as Barry noted on April 6, 1871, “Bookbinding. Stormy weather, no one coming 

to the mill.”26  

Equally important, it was on Sundays that Barry most often engaged in his 

printing and bookbinding trade. Grinding oats or the cutting of shingles rarely occupied 

Barry’s time on the Sabbath. To be sure, visitors called, but it was typically a social, not a 

business call. Although Barry did not necessarily observe Sunday as a day of rest, his 

customers did. Diary entries on the Sabbath often make mention of the “Sacraments” that 

were happening at the schoolhouse. “I was in my shop all day casting type—minion, 

Caps. I was at peace with myself, God, and the Devil and all heavenly hands, sure. Paddy 

Roulston was at his trade too—he beat me in making money; but I am of the opinion that 

he did not do as much good as I did.”27 To be sure, Barry maintained a self-image of 

printers as those belonging to a skilled and literate profession of high social importance. 

  

Tools of the trade 

 

 For approximately four hundred years, from the time of Gutenberg in the fifteenth 

century until the middle of the nineteenth century, the basic methods of printing did not 

change. Everything was done by hand, from setting the type to inking the press, and 

everything was also made by hand: paper, ink and type to name but a few.  It was time-

 

25 See for example, James Barry Diary, February and March 1871, MG1-1219, NSA. 
26 James Barry Diary, 20. 
27 Roulston’s trade was that of Minister. James Barry Diary, 2 December 1894, MG1-1220, NSA, 521. 
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consuming work, requiring strength, agility and intelligence. Several innovations 

occurred in the nineteenth century, inventions that resulted in improved efficiencies in 

printing and responded to the demands of an increasingly literate public. The iron press 

out produced the handpress, but it was the innovations surrounding steam and electric 

power and automatic paper feeding by way of the cylinder press that significantly 

changed printing in the nineteenth century.28  

 Notwithstanding that the technology was available, the innovative press of the 

nineteenth century was not the printing shop of Barry’s mill. Importantly, however, these 

technological changes, while increasing production to meet the needs of a growing 

populace, did not alter the manner of book production. Although Barry was printing on a 

simple wooden press that he built, the process was the same –as it was for all items. 

Barry would have set the type by hand, imposed traditionally, inked the press and printed 

the sheets.29 As the binder, Barry would then have folded the gathered sheets, collating 

the folded sheets into their proper order by their signatures. “Folding the sheets and 

arranging them in book form,” Barry noted on February 27, 1886; most likely sheets from 

the “new revision of God" book that he was setting the type for, twenty-six days earlier.30 

The gatherings would then have been pounded flat, reducing the overall thickness of the 

sheets into a more manageable size. At this point, the sheets would be ready for sewing. 

The text block, with the spine rounded and blocked, would then be attached to the cloth-

 

28 Gaskell, A New Introduction to Bibliography, 189.  
29 Imposition is the method by which pages were laid out so that they appeared on the sheet, when folded, 

in the right sequence. John Carter and Nicolas Barker, ABC for Book Collectors, 8th ed. (New Castle, DE: 

Oak Knoll Press, 2004), 128. See also Figure 6. 
30 James Barry Diary, MG1-1220, NSA, 46 and 53. 
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covered boards, a task that Barry would have completed separately from the preparation 

of the text block.31 

 Barry usually noted printing and bookbinding as separate tasks, although not 

always.32 Moreover, he considered the workspace, the “Bookbinding Shop,” regardless of 

the work that he was doing.33 Generally, unless Barry had multiple projects on the go at 

one time, he would not have had the time to work on both printing and bookbinding in 

the same day, distinct as the processes were. Unquestionably, it was the printing side of 

the work that Barry preferred, mentioning it in his diary, as he did, for example, on 

December 6, 1886.34 Nevertheless, it is the typecasting that Barry considered himself 

particularly skilled at, claiming: “I can cut and cast as fine printing letters as in any book, 

and I am of the opinion that no other person can do that. It takes great practice to do it 

right.”35 Although Barry would have bound everything that he printed, except for 

broadside advertisements, he also bound books that had been printed by others.36 

Regardless, it was the typecasting and printing for which Barry demonstrated a 

preference.  

In order to carry out his printing and binding work, Barry made various notations 

of the bookbinding tools and material that he needed. On the end pages of a diary, he 

noted the purchase of 1 dozen millboards and ½ dozen straw millboards.37 Millboard, 

 

31 See figure 2, chapter one, for a diagram of the parts of the book. 
32 James Barry Diary, 5 August 1900, where he noted that he was printing and bookbinding all day for 

himself and others. 
33 For example, in March of 1887, Barry noted that he was “in the bookbinding shop in the printing line.” 

James Barry Diary. 
34 James Barry Diary, 6 December 1886. 
35 James Barry Diary, 5 June 1887, 88. 
36 As noted elsewhere, Barry used different formats and materials in his bookbinding, including, pamphlet 

bindings in paper, leather and book cloth. 
37 James Barry Diary, MG1-1222, NSA, end pages. 
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with its strength and durability, was a more expensive option and perhaps reserved for 

books of a certain quality and price. Additionally, Barry purchased quires of flyleaf 

paper, also critical for his bookbinding endeavours.  The text block, sewn onto sawn-in 

cords or tapes, was then attached to the boards and covered by the endpapers. Many of 

the books in the Barry collection at the Nova Scotia Archives contained the same yellow 

or pink endpapers, assisting in the identification of books that Barry himself printed and 

bound. Barry used paper labels, as well as gold tooling, on the spine and front board of 

his diaries and bound books.   

On October 20, 1871, Barry bought nineteen yards of black cloth for bookbinding 

in Pictou and on December 27, 1887, he purchased two yards of black book cloth in 

Halifax.38 Assuming that the yard of cloth was forty-five inches wide and using a 

standard book size of nine by six inches, Barry could have bound ten books with one yard 

of cloth.39 Up until this time, most book cloth was imported from Britain, although by 

1900, the United States became self-sufficient in book cloth production. Winterbottom, a 

British book cloth manufacturer that dominated the trade during this period, sold its black 

shade for 3d less a roll than the other shades, with prices that were similar to other 

companies at this time.40 While it is not known how much Barry paid for his cloth or who 

the supplier was, Barry was purposeful in his purchases. In 1894, “Josey goes to Youngs 

 

38 James Barry Diary, NSA, MG1-1219, 50 and MG1-1220, 121. 
39 In this example, the thickness of the book is 3/4 inches. 
40 The actual price charged depended on the customer and the size of the order. The largest single order for 

Winterbottom was placed in 1885 by W.J. Gage & Co. of Toronto. William Tomlinson and Richard 

Masters, Bookcloth 1823-1980: A Study of Early Use and the Rise of Manufacture, Winterbottom’s 

Dominance of the Trade in Britain and America, Production Methods and Costs and the Identification of 

Qualities and Designs (England: D. Tomlinson, 1996), 66-67.  
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to buy cloth “thin” for the backs,” was written in the daily notes.41 As opposed to book 

cloth for the cover, this thin cloth covered the back or spine of the text block.  

Paper, traditionally the most expensive part of the printing process, can reveal 

much about the historical context of the book—the date of the document, the region and 

perhaps the significance of the item. Additionally, it can link the book trade to the paper 

trade, divulging the cost of paper, supply sources, the market, and the expectations of the 

consumer.42 A light shining through the paper of Barry’s diaries, reveals chain lines and 

various watermarks and countermarks that identify the papermaker. A. Cowan and Son 

(Edinburgh), Colchester Mill, Minerva Mill, Maple Grove and Millton Mill were paper 

mills whose product Barry used. Although a certain amount of laid paper was produced 

into the nineteenth century, it was exclusively used as writing paper and not for 

printing.43 The thick, white paper that Barry used for his diaries, speaks to its excellent 

quality and although the paper that he used to print his books was not handmade, it was 

also of good quality.  Papermaking was not one of the trades that benefitted from 

advancements during the nineteenth century, and indeed, the introduction of pulp into the 

industry led to an inferior product, one that has not withstood the test of time. At times, a 

lack of paper (and other supplies) interfered with Barry’s work, and he noted with 

frustration, for example, on February 17, 1869, that he did not “have a good supply of 

 

41 James Barry Diary, MG1-1220, NSA, 523. 
42 John Bidwell, “The study of paper as evidence, artefact, and commodity,” in The Book Encompassed: 

Studies in Twentieth-century Bibliography, ed. by Peter Hobley Davison, (New Castle, DE: Oak Knoll 

Press, 1998). 
43 For more on laid and wove paper, and paper in the machine-press period, see Gaskell, A New 

Introduction to Bibliography, p. 214-230. 
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material,” and almost thirty years later on October 25, 1897, he was once again waiting 

for paper to arrive from Pictou.44  

Much of Barry’s time in the shop involved casting, setting and distributing type. 

Although type-founding was a separate trade in the printing industry, recognized for the 

skill that was required, Barry created his type. Most of the type that he cast was pica, 

although he created others, and in addition to using it in his print work, he also sold the 

type.45 Frequently throughout 1893, Barry noted that he was casting type for the “little 

Murdoch, P.L.P. Pictou Printer.”46 Robert Murdoch (1836-1904), known as “Pictou’s 

Local Poet,” conducted frequent business with Barry.47 As part of the business exchange, 

Barry received old type metal at 10 cents/lb and charged Murdoch 40 cents/lb for the new 

type.48 The cost of the old type had increased over the previous five years for Barry. In 

1887 he purchased old type from the Trades Journal office in Stellarton, paying $1.00 for 

15lbs of metal.49 Setting the type involved putting the type into the forme, a part of the 

printing process, and Barry spent many hours preparing the type and distributing it after 

printing the forme.50 In a typical print shop, while one person printed the first side of the 

forme, the second side was being set. In setting the type of a quarto, or eight-page sheet, a 

 

44 James Barry Diary, MG1-1218 NSA, 451; and MG1-1220, 657. 
45 Pica refers to a 12-point font. Carter and Barker, ABC for Book Collectors, 111. 
46 James Barry Diary, 31 December 1893, MG1-1220, NSA, 471. Barry does a considerable amount of 

work for Murdoch over the years, although this does not prevent him from commenting on the text, 

referring to his poem as a “failure” on at least one occasion. 
47 For a biography on Murdoch, see: Robert Murdoch, A Complete Work of Robert Murdock, P.L.P., 

Containing His Poems, Songs, Toasts and Epigrams: With a Sketch of the Life of the Poet, from His School 

Days up to the Time of the Publication of This Work  (Halifax: Wm. MacNab, 1890). The copy in W.D. 

Jordan library is an example of a Canadian publishers’ binding, bound in green cloth with stamped borders. 
48 Murdoch, 471. 
49 James Barry Diary, MG1-1220 NSA, 95. 
50 Distributing type, which is the task of putting the type back into the cases is a frequent entry in Barry’s 

diary, and a time consuming one. The letterform on the typeface is in reverse and the printer must ensure 

that the type goes into the correct spot in the case, or the next printing job could have errors. 
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size that Barry frequently used as shown in Figure 6, the printer must know where the 

fourth page starts, before the second and third pages have been printed. In addition to 

aiding in the understanding of how Barry printed his books, knowing about, and, more 

importantly, recognizing the type, ornament and letter, that Barry cast and used is critical 

in identifying texts that Barry had printed.  

 

Figure 6 Sheet of Barry's printing51 

Undoubtedly many retailers advertised the sale of bookbinders’ tools, including 

type, importing most of the items themselves until the beginning of the twentieth century. 

The parliamentary sessional papers of 1871 reveal that a total of four hundred thirty-nine 

packages of bookbinding tools and implements were imported into the Dominion of 

Canada—two hundred eighty-three by way of British vessels, with one hundred and fifty-

six packages arriving by way of “land carriage.”52  The total value of the tools and 

implements was listed as $11, 986. 

 

 

51 James Barry Collection, unnumbered box, NSA. 
52 “Sessional papers of the Dominion of Canada: volume II, fourth session of the first Parliament, 1871,” 

(Ottawa: I.B. Taylor, 1871), 260, https://www.canadiana.ca/view/oocihm.9_08052_4_2/2?r=0&s=1. 
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Bookbinding 

Although Barry distinguished between casting, setting and distributing type, 

“bookbinding” was frequently the only comment that is noted in his diary when 

referencing that particular process. Occasionally, folding, sewing or finishing details are 

described, but most often, the term “bookbinding” was used to encompass the entire 

range of activities that were involved in the craft of bookbinding. Bookbinding was a 

source of “amusement,” a leisure activity that he noted he was doing for himself, and also 

a job, the “old trade,” referencing the skill and training required, that he often did for 

others.53  

Additionally, Barry did a lot of job printing, some that required cloth bindings and 

others that did not. Printing of auction bills and picnic broadsides often occupied his time 

and his press.54 Equally important, he bound books for customers with whom he had 

long-standing relationships. One such relationship was noted in 1883 when Barry wrote 

that he was “bookbinding newspapers for S.M. McKenzie, New Glasgow, editor and 

proprietor of the Eastern Chronicle.”55 Thirteen years later, Barry indicated in his diary 

that he had visited McKenzie “to discuss bookbinding.”56 Although it is not clear what 

type of binding Barry was providing, or the amount involved, this relationship would 

have been an important one for Barry. Devoted to religion, agriculture, literature, politics 

 

53 James Barry Diary, 14 January 1895, MG1-1220, NSA, 572. Barry also refers to type casting and setting 

as the “old trade” or the “usual.” 
54 James Barry Diary, 4 August 1900. 
55 James Barry Diary, 30 March 1883, MG1-1219, 800. 
56 James Barry Diary, 17 November 1896, MG1-1220, 613. 
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and general intelligence, The Eastern Chronicle was formed in Pictou from the joining of 

the Mechanic & Farmer and Presbyterian Banner in 1843.57   

Not all of the relationships were with individuals; several titles made frequent 

appearances in Barry’s diary. In 1887, Barry posted that he was sewing two books— 

Picturesque Canada: the country as it was and is —for John Fraser, Postmaster of 

Stellarton, a job that he finished a week later.58 Six years later, Barry was again binding 

this title, also for a man in Stellarton.59 Originally published in Toronto in 1875, the 

editor and contributing author, George Munro Grant, was from Pictou County, having 

been born in Stellarton in 1835.60 Picturesque Canada, in addition to being issued in two 

volumes (1882-[84]), was also published in thirty-six instalments from 1882 to 1884. 

Serialization made popular in Britain with the publication of The Pickwick Papers by 

Charles Dickens from March 1836 to November 1837, offered economic savings for the 

publisher, as the item did not have to be bound, as well as being affordable to the general 

public. For readers, purchasing a book in installments spread out the payments, with the 

goal being to have a complete, albeit unbound, book at the end. Then, if their 

circumstances allowed, they could take their unbound copies to bookbinders such as 

Barry, for binding. 

Similarly, Barry was working on Thomas Paine’s The Age of Reason in 1897, and 

again in 1905.61 In 1897, Barry noted that he was printing the Canadian edition of Paine, 

 

57 Nova Scotia Archives, “Nova Scotia Archives - What’s New,” 14 December, 2018, 

https://novascotia.ca/archives/whats-new/. 
58 James Barry Diary, 23 January 1887, MG1-1220, NSA, and 1 February 1887, 66, 67. 
59 James Barry Diary, 463. 
60 D. B. Mack, “Grant, George Monro,” in Dictionary of Canadian Biography, vol. 13, University of 

Toronto/Université Laval, 2003, http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/grant_george_monro_13E.html. 
61 James Barry Diary, 5 February 1897, MG1-1220, NSA, 624; and 30 April 1905, MG1-1221, 

unnumbered.  
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which would have been published in Toronto by W.B. Cooke in 1887. The difference 

between this book and Picturesque Canada is that Barry also set the type and printed the 

former, recreating popular Toronto books. Although not impossible, it is improbable that 

Barry printed Picturesque Canada himself, given the large number of plates and 

woodcuts. Stereotyping and electrotypes, introduced in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries, respectively, while available to Barry at the time, are not mentioned 

in the diaries.62  

Paine, as a freethinker, would have been of interest to Barry, and The Age of 

Reason is a title that shows up frequently in the diaries. In addition to the diaries, the 

James Barry Collection at the Nova Scotia Archives contains thirty boxes of books, for a 

total of three hundred books associated with Barry, including The Age of Reason. The 

collection was donated to the Archives by the estate of Mrs. Scott Macleod, the 

granddaughter-in-law of Barry. Barry’s daughter Elizabeth, or Bess as she was known, 

married James Macleod, and Scott was a product of that union.63 Some of the books in 

the collection bear the signature of Scott Macleod and are not applicable here. Thus, for 

this study, only a select few titles found in the collection, those that are identified by 

Barry in his diary, or those that are identifiable as Barry’s work by their imprint, will be 

examined.  

 

62 Stereotyping, widely used in England and the US beginning in the early nineteenth century is a process 

that involves making a mold of a page or forme and transferring it to a thin metal sheet for re-use. 

Similarly, electrotyping involves making a mold, backed by copper, that provides a good quality 

reproduction. Carter and Barker, ABC for Book Collectors, 90, 210. 
63 Langille, “Six Mile Brook Shelters Shrine.” The music books were donated to Nova Scotia Archives and 

Records Management (now the Nova Scotia Archives) by Mrs. Freda Munroe of Salt Springs, Pictou Co., 

N.S. in the 1970s. They were preserved on microfilm and are now housed at the McCulloch House 

Museum & Genealogy Centre in Pictou, N.S. 
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Consequently, the following three books that Barry printed and bound are all 

significant in their relationship with freethought. Specifically, freethinking to Barry was 

the rejection of orthodox religious views and an embracing of truth based on logic and 

reason.64 Twenty-six copies of Self-contradictions of the Bible, and an abstract of Bishop 

Colenso on the Pentateuch, with a large addition of other matters, all bound in identical 

blue book cloth, remain in the James Barry Collection.65 The title page indicates that it 

was printed and published by J. B. Miller, S. R. Freeman & Co. of New York in 1887, 

but the typography suggests a different beginning, one that originated in Barry’s print 

shop. A search of WorldCat does not return any holdings with this title, nor can 

information on the publishers J. B. Miller or S. R. Freeman be located. 

Five copies with the same subject and title, A Collection of Tracts and Essays on 

the Bible and Theology; By some noted freethinkers, showing the most of the principal 

contradictions of the Bible are also part of the collection.66 Bound in red pebbled book 

cloth, some with plain gauffered edges, the typography on the title page reveals them as 

one of Barry’s printed books. Gauffering the edges of a book, which involves creating 

small indents in a repeated pattern with a heated finishing tool, was popular in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries before it fell out of favour. Revived from the end of 

the eighteenth century onwards, it was especially popular in the latter half of the 

nineteenth century, frequently adorning elaborate devotional books.67 Gilt lettering 

decorates the spine, a fancier option than what Barry often chose. The gold lettering, 

 

64 For more on Barry’s beliefs, see Samson, “James Barry’s Transatlantic World of Books and Ideas.” 
65 James Barry Collection, NSA, unnumbered box. 
66 James Barry Collection. 
67 Matt Roberts, Don Etherington, and Margaret R. Brown, Bookbinding and the Conservation of Books: A 

Dictionary of Descriptive Terminology (Washington: Library of Congress, 1982). 
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coupled with the gauffered edges, suggests an attempt by Barry to practice advanced 

finishing techniques with his bookbinding.  

Undated, this edition, as noted on the title page, was also printed and published by 

J.B. Miller of New York. Although it will be shown in a later chapter that many 

publishers in Canada merely replaced the title pages of books printed in the United States 

or Britain with their own, bibliographical investigation using typography reveals these 

five items to have been printed and bound by Barry. In support of this, in addition to the 

type on the title page, the ornamental heads on page 154 are identical to ornaments that 

Barry used in a different book, one where the imprint identifies Barry as the printer. The 

top of page 154 also reveals an error in printing, with Heaven misspelled in the running 

title. A search of the internet does not reveal this, or the previous title or publisher, and I 

would argue that this is because J. B. Miller is ‘James Barry, Miller.’  

Additionally, ‘Freeman’ is most likely a wordplay on ‘free man,’ or ‘free-thinking 

man.’ What Barry appears to have done is gathered different tracts into two books and 

given them new title pages with a fictional publisher, who is himself. Barry was pirating 

these works—printing without proper copyright—and providing a false imprint would 

have kept his role anonymous. New York was an important publishing centre and would 

not draw unwanted attention on a title page. On a personal level, Barry would have 

enjoyed the play on words in his title-page, identifying, as he did, with intellectual types. 

He could have fancied himself as a New York publisher.  
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Also in the collection are fifty books of the same title, dated 1896, all identically 

bound in black moire cloth, with a simple paper spine label, as seen in Figure 7.68 The 

title page for A Collection of tracts and essays on the Bible and Theology; By some noted 

Freethinkers. Showing the principal contradictions of the Holy Bible volume 3, shown in 

Figure 8, identified Barry (or James Burns Berrie) as the printer and publisher.69 The 

ornamental frame that surrounds the title page is one that is recognizable from the 

ornaments used in A Collection of Tracts and Essays on the Bible and Theology 

mentioned earlier. The cloth used by Barry on books bound in 1896, with its watered silk 

appearance, was out of fashion at the time, but would have been cheaper than cloth of 

other colours, and would have been attractive on its own, without gold stamping. 

 

 

Figure 7 Binding with moire cloth A Collection of Tracts and Essays on the Bible and 

Theology70 

 

68 The identification of the bookcloth is from a combination of the following references: Carter, Publisher’s 

Cloth, Gaskell, A New Introduction to Bibliography,  and Tomlinson and Masters, Bookcloth 1823-1980. 

Two of Barry’s diaries are also bound in this same cloth; MG1-1220 and MG1-1221. 
69 James Barry Collection, Box 717, NSA. 
70 James Barry Collection. 
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Figure 8 Title page71 

Printing and binding the three volumes of this title proved to be a monumental 

task for Barry. On September 9, 1894, well before it was published, Barry printed ninety 

sheets “of my book,” an undertaking that he hoped would provide some understanding of 

the religious arguments of the day—the goal of the freethinkers had become his goal.72 It 

is not until March 13, 1896 that Barry printed the concordance for his three books, and 

almost halfway through October of that year before he bound volume 3, numbering about 

eighty items.73 These neat, handsome bindings seem to, as John Carter wrote of bindings, 

“reflect in their physical characteristic the dignified solidity of their contents.”74 

 

71 James Barry Collection. Note the ornamental border, a device that aids in the identification of other 

books as being printed and bound by Barry. 
72 James Barry Diary, MG1-1220, NSA, 509. 
73 James Barry Diary, 581, 609. 
74 Carter, Publisher’s Cloth, 23. 
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 Publishing eighty copies and selling thirty was significant for Barry and his one-

person print shop in 1896.75 To compare, in July of 1908, a report submitted to 

MacMillan and Company for the first six months of that year identified sixty-two copies 

of Rudyard Kipling’s Puck of Pook’s Hill as being sold in Canada. Barry, on the other 

hand, operating a modest printing and bookbinding shop in rural Nova Scotia, seems to 

have sold almost half that number of his publication.76 Interestingly, all of the Kipling 

copies sold were bound in leather. MacMillan offered the Kipling text in two bindings: 

the “uniform edition,” advertised as “extra crown 8vo,” was bound in red cloth; the 

“edition deluxe” was bound in leather, with the retail price per book in Canada at $1.50 

(cloth) or $2.50 (leather).77 Although this was not one of Kipling’s most treasured books, 

it was probably Canadian publishers, supplying readers with inexpensive pirated paper 

and cloth copies that resulted in the less than ideal sales. 

 In comparison, Barry noted a variety of prices he received for his books. Without 

taking into account if Barry also printed the text, he did disclose on occasion how much 

he received for his bookbinding work. Although he did not reveal what binding variant he 

used, in 1887, Barry received $5.00 from George Patterson in Glasgow for bookbinding 

four volumes of The Citizen.78 In comparison, the previous year, Barry paid John Munsie 

of Green, $2.00 per day, for a total of $6.00 to paint his house.79 Six years later, Barry 

 

75 The assumption here, is that although Barry may have given away some of his books, his intention, as 

was shown with The Mysterious Stranger book, was to sell them. Further to that point, if he had printed a 

significant number of copies in order to simply give away, why did so many survive, when he could have 

handed them out? 
76 E. (Eli) MacLaren, Dominion and Agency: Copyright and the Structuring of the Canadian Book Trade, 

1867-1918 (University of Toronto Press, 2011), 134. 
77 MacLaren, 133.  
78 James Barry Diary, MG1-1220, NSA, 88. This would have been Reverend Patterson who wrote  A 

History of the County of Pictou, Nova Scotia. 
79 James Barry Diary, 8 September 1886, MG1-1223, NSA, 390. 
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earned $0.50 for book repair, and $0.75 for bookbinding four music books, while the 

following year, Barry received $1.00 for binding two volumes.80 In 1903 Barry wrote to 

Dr. Mcdonald, to request $2.00 for binding books that “he got from James Mclean, 

bookseller, Pictou.”81 Around the same time, Barry paid Alexander Innes of Four Mile 

Brook $.075 for bracing the flume and shovelling sand.82 Admittedly it is not known 

what remuneration Barry was receiving for individual book cloth bindings, but these 

figures provide a backdrop against which Barry’s place within the book trade can be 

measured. Compared to the retail price of $1.50 for a cloth bound copy of Puck of Pook’s 

Hill, Barry’s prices were commensurate.  

 Barry leveraged local relationships in the production and distribution of his books. 

He travelled extensively within Pictou County, and frequently made trips to Halifax, 

cultivating business and personal relationships as he went. However, one must be 

cautious not to reduce Barry’s efforts to simplistic terms. In rural Six Mile Brook, Barry 

had developed a complex, multi-layered book business that operated on different levels. 

In addition to his extensive local circle involving traditional bookstores and others, Barry 

employed peddlers to extend his network. An individual identified as Blair dropped in 

often on Barry over the years, rooming-in for days at a time, fiddling and talking with 

Barry. In 1870 Barry wrote that the “Blair fellow, peddling drugs and trinkets” had 

arrived.83 Barry found a way to increase Blair’s inventory by sending him away with 

books to sell. As with most businesses, it was not always a success, and in 1887 Blair 

 

80 James Barry Diary, MG1-1220, 454, 458, 515. 
81 James Barry Collection, MG1-1218a, NSA, #24. 
82 James Barry Diary, MG1-1223, 16 July, 1902, 441. 
83 James Barry Diary, MG1-1218, 7 June, 1870, 883. 
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brought back two books that he could not sell.84 This did not deter the enterprising Barry, 

as four years later he sold Blair twenty-four pamphlets of Henry Moore Smith’s Memoirs 

by William Bates to peddle.85 This version was, as Barry noted, the second edition that he 

had printed and bound, albeit in paper covers, with ninety-six items in this run, compared 

with two hundred in the first printing, and as a pamphlet. Principally, Barry was engaged 

in two distinct types of printing and binding work. Works such as A Collection of Tracts 

and Essays on the Bible and Theology, that he printed and bound, reflected his own 

beliefs and tastes and aligned itself to the hobby side of his printing and bookbinding 

work. Additionally, he took on jobs that involved binding other people's books, for which 

he received compensation.86 Creating and expanding his network, allowed Barry to grow 

his printing and bookbinding business and to spread intellectual ideas, focusing on the 

philosophical viewpoint of freethought.  

 

Conclusion 

 

James Barry wore many hats. His work as a miller was essential to his family and 

his community. Music, specifically his fiddle, allowed Barry to express himself and 

 

84 James Barry Diary, MG1-1220, 95. 
85 James Barry Diary, May 24, 1891, 320. The pamphlet that Barry was referring to would have been 

Walter Bates, The Mysterious Stranger, or, Memoirs of Henry Moore Smith, alias Henry Frederick Moon, 

alias William Newman, who is now confined in Simsbury mines in Connecticut for the crime of burglary: 

containing an account of his extraordinary conduct during his confinement in Newgate (New Haven: 

Maltby, Goldsmith, 1817). For a description of an edition that Barry printed, see Daniel Samson, “Is this a 

James Barry edition?” Rural Colonial Nova Scotia: History Looks Different from the Countryside, 29 

August 2019, https://danieljosephsamson.com/uncategorized/is-this-a-james-barry-edition/. 
86 Barry noted in his account ledger payment received for binding books, but he did not record expenses or 

profits received from the books that he printed and bound. See, for example, in addition to the others 

mentioned in the chapter: James Barry Diary, MG1-1223, 1891, 415, where he listed $0.15 for binding a 

Bible.  
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connect socially to the community. It was the time spent in his printing office, however, 

that brought him joy and provided him with an opportunity to share knowledge and 

spread a particular brand of ideas. The diary that he wrote daily for fifty-six years 

provides a glimpse into the life of this rural nineteenth-century Renaissance man. 

Ultimately, Barry made use of his every waking moment, working, creating, and then 

writing about it. Out of the richness of this resource comes the reclaiming of an authentic 

voice, a voice that speaks differently to those who listen—the voice of a miller, printer, 

binder, fiddler, father, and husband.  

Printing and binding had been separate trades until the industrial revolution, at 

least in Britain and the United States. This was not the case in Barry’s print shop. His 

binding tools do not survive, but much of the type that he cast and used in his printing, 

and more than three hundred books, many that he bound, do.87 Capturing the texture of 

Barry is not an easy task, but between his diaries and these remaining artifacts, where he 

purchased his materials and how he bound his books, can be reconstructed.  

Amidst the technological change that characterized the printing industry in the 

nineteenth-century transatlantic world, Barry seemed unaffected by the consequences of 

industrialization. Without the benefit of electricity, Barry used the same wooden printing 

press that he had built himself. Running a mill was a fulltime job and in rural nineteenth-

century Nova Scotia, a physically demanding one. Barry’s print shop was also physically 

demanding, in addition to the knowledge and skill that were required. Despite the 

challenges and time constraints that Barry faced, he creatively printed and bound 

 

87 A small amount of his type is located at the Nova Scotia Archives, in addition to a case of his type 

housed at the Museum of Industry in Stellarton, Nova Scotia. 
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hundreds of texts—texts that spread a particular idea based on Barry’s personal beliefs 

within his local region.88 Barry’s bindings were not the sophisticated bindings of the 

major American publishing houses, but they were attractive and well-made. Their current 

condition, in their original state, more than one hundred years later, speaks to the quality 

of the craftsmanship and the materials.  

Barry, in the strictest sense of the term, was not creating publishers’ bindings. 

Those bindings, by definition, as mentioned in the introduction, were created in large 

quantities, with book cloth and case bindings. The advantage of case bindings was that 

they could be constructed concurrently with the text block, thus saving time. As the only 

printer and binder in his shop, this was not an advantage for Barry, although a physical 

inspection of his books does reveal a case binding structure. Barry was using book cloth, 

however, purchasing it in large quantities in Pictou.89 He was also printing and binding 

the books in large quantities, or at least quantities considered significant for the size of 

his shop. Indeed, Barry was the publisher, printer, binder, distributor, retailer and author, 

covering all points on Robert Darnton’s communication circuit.90  

Ultimately, Barry was producing publishers’ bindings, and although not true to 

the exact definition of the term, his bindings served the same purpose. Furthermore, 

Barry made a conscious decision to bind his books in a particular manner. He printed and 

bound pamphlets, such as the previously mentioned Henry Moore Smith text, in 

 

88 For a recent discussion on the regional book trade in Nova Scotia in the early nineteenth century see 

Keith Grant, “Nova Scotia Readers and Boston Booksellers in the Early Nineteenth Century,” Acadiensis 

blog 30 Sept. 2019, https://acadiensis.wordpress.com/2019/09/30/nova-scotia-readers-and-boston-

booksellers-in-the-early-nineteenth-century/. 
89 James Barry Diary, 20 October 1871, MG1-1219, NSA. Earlier that year, Barry also purchases leather 

for pocket bibles. 
90 Robert Darnton, “What Is the History of Books?,” Daedalus 111, no. 3 (2010): 65–83. 
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significant numbers for a shop of its size, using paper covers in a “pamphlet style,” in 

addition to creating bespoke bindings using leather. Barry, as a printer, binder, publisher 

and bookseller, also crafted his bindings, printing texts in identical bindings for which he 

purchased particular book cloth. In doing this, Barry consciously created an item that was 

between a pamphlet—an object with a shorter life expectancy—and a more durable, but 

costly leather binding. This study of a small local bookbinder provides an excellent 

jumping-off point to examine how a larger Canadian publishing house, where a greater 

division of labour was possible, was dealing with bookbinding during this time. 
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Chapter 3 

John Lovell, Publisher: Livres sans Frontières  

People who are practically acquainted with the intricacies of the 

printing industry, or who have had experience of the conditions 

under which books obtain circulation in Canada, will be able to 

form some opinion of the cost and trouble which beset the 

production of such a work…      John Lovell1 

John Lovell was an important nineteenth-century publisher who defied the odds 

and the government to run his business. In Lovell, we see aspects of the hobbyist 

publisher and bookbinder James Barry, and the devoted cultural nationalist Lorne Pierce 

(who appears in the next chapter). He was a shrewd businessman who advocated 

tirelessly for a domestic publishing industry, as well as being a booster for Canadian 

literature – supporting local authors and pushing back against copyright laws that 

diminished their work and threatened his. This chapter ‘maps’ the growth and expansion 

of Canadian publishing and bookbinding in the nineteenth century and plots Lovell’s 

navigation of this changing landscape. Restrictive British copyright laws furnished the 

backdrop against which Lovell’s blend of business acumen, nationalism, and rebellious 

spirit played out. Ever nimble in his response to changing conditions, Lovell led the way 

with two adaptations – subscription and serialized publishing – which forestalled the 

maturation of bookbinding in Canada but kept the industry viable for future entrants.   

Born in Ireland in 1810, Lovell immigrated as a child to Lower Canada and began 

his work in the printing industry at the age of thirteen. Apprenticing under printer Edward 

 

1 Lovell’s Canadian Dominion Directory for 1871: Containing Names of Professional and Business Men, 

and Other Inhabitants, of the Cities, Towns and Villages, throughout the Provinces of Ontario, Quebec, 

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, and Prince Edward Island  (Montreal: J. Lovell, 1871), 48. 
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Vernon Sparhawk, owner and editor of the Canadian Times and Weekly Literary and 

Political Recorder of Montreal, Lovell learned the craft that would become his life’s 

work. 2 From here, he worked at other newspapers, including the Montreal Gazette in 

1824, before starting his paper, The Montreal Daily Transcript, in 1836, with partner 

Donald McDonald.3 Employing one hundred fifty persons in his Montreal establishment 

in 1867, Lovell printed and published a variety of items in French and English, as well as 

binding them using several coverings.4 Lovell established a family printing dynasty, 

spread across two provinces and two countries, one that continues today.5  

Even so, early on, Lovell must have wondered if perhaps his timing was not 

infelicitous. Just one short year after venturing into the publishing business, Lovell was 

forced to shutter his vulnerable young firm to join the Royal Montreal Cavalry and fight 

in Lower Canada’s rebellion of 1837.6 As tensions subsided, Lovell’s enthusiastic return 

to publishing was circumscribed in more formal terms specific to the publishing industry 

itself – terms that would span and define his entire publishing career.  Lovell returned to 

his publishing business just as restrictive copyright and reprint laws emerged in Britain.  

Copyright for printed material was a relatively new concept, beginning formally 

in Britain in 1710 with “An act for the encouragement of learning by securing the copies 

 

2 George L. Parker, “Lovell, John,” Dictionary of Canadian Biography 12 (1990), 

http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/lovell_john_12E.html.  
3 Lovell’s Canadian Dominion Directory for 1871. 
4 Mackay’s Montreal Directory for 1866-67 (Montreal: J. Lovell, n.d.), 

http://www.canadiana.ca.proxy.queensu.ca/view/oocihm.36989/218?r=0&s=1, 211.  
5 Although Lovell enters into numerous partnerships and involves various family members, this chapter is 

primarily concerned about John Lovell and not those that he entered into partnerships with. Nor does it 

examine in depth John Wurtele, Lovell’s eldest son, or the firm of Lovell, Adam and Company that 

operated in New York, primarily reprinting British copyrights. See Parker, “Lovell, John.” 
6 Parker, “Lovell, John.” 
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of printed books in the authors or purchasers of such copies.”7 The legislation in the 

eighteenth century reflected the reprinting that was detrimental to the authors or creators 

of texts. The Act was the first time that authors’ rights were protected, as previously, the 

publishers and printers benefited from legal protections. Furthermore, it was the first 

instance in Britain that a time limit was established for copyright, providing “that after 

the expiration of the said term of fourteen years, the sole right of printing or disposing of 

copies shall return to the authors thereof, if they are then living, for another term of 

fourteen years.”8  

The 1710 Act, replaced in 1842, had significant implications for colonial 

publishing, printing and, ultimately, book design.9 Before 1842, British books were 

imported into the remaining British colonies from the United States, usually as cheap 

reprints, a move that impacted the British book trade, but allowed for cheap imprints to 

be sold in the province of Canada and other British colonies.10 This practice was now 

illegal under the 1842 law. Indeed, the law banned all printing of copyright-protected 

works as well as the sale and importation of books to British North America that fell 

 

7 Although this Act is frequently referred to as the 1709 Act, it was passed in January of 1710, and thus 

officially belongs to that year. An Act for the Encouragement of Learning, by Vesting the Copies of Printed 

Books in the Authors or Purchasers of such Copies, During the Times therein mentioned (the Statute of 

Anne) 1710, 8 Anne, c.19. https://digitalarchive.parliament.uk/HL/PO/PU/1/1709/8&9An32.  
8 Statute of Anne. 
9 For more on the history of the copyright question in Canada see: Bradley Miller, “‘Political Imagination, 

in Its Most Fervid and Patriotic Flights': Copyright and Constitutional Theory in Post-Confederation 

Canada,” Journal of the Canadian Historical Association 20, no. 1 (May 25, 2010): 85–105, 

https://doi.org/10.7202/039783ar; Meera Nair, “The Copyright Act of 1889: A Canadian Declaration of 

Independence,” Canadian Historical Review 90, no. 1 (2009): 1–28; Meera Nair, “From Fair Dealing to 

Fair Duty: The Necessary Margins of Canadian Copyright Law.” (Ph.D. diss., Simon Fraser University, 

2009); George L. Parker, “English-Canadian Publishers and the Struggle for Copyright,” in History of the 

Book in Canada, 148–58. 
10 The United States was not part of an international copyright law during this time, reprinting British titles 

freely and cheaply, which were in turn imported north of the border, providing a less expensive option to 

the books imported from Britain. 

https://digitalarchive.parliament.uk/HL/PO/PU/1/1709/8&9An32
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under British copyright and were printed in other countries. Finished books created 

exclusively in Britain could, of course, still be imported, but at a much higher cost. In 

response to criticism of the 1842 Act, undertaken mostly by booksellers who wanted 

access to the inexpensive American market, the Foreign Reprints Act, a British statute, 

was introduced in 1847.11 Intended only for British North America, each colony was to 

pass an act, under which the colony would collect a special duty on imported books under 

copyright, and forward that money to the copyright owner.12 Relevant here was that only 

international copies were allowed—reprinting itself in the colonies was not permitted. 

Although this law benefited the reading public who once again had access to cheap 

reading material and the booksellers who could import the foreign reprints, without an 

allowance for ‘colonial’ editions, it discouraged further development of the printing and 

binding industry in British North America. 

Nor did Confederation change compliance expectations for the new Dominion of 

Canada, leaving booksellers and printers with three choices: to pirate British or American 

works; to import legally with payment of a duty; or, to authorize the work through 

copyright and publish it themselves. Lovell did not ponder the matter long, turning 

directly to option number one in dramatic fashion. In 1868 he pirated the British text Foul 

Play for a run of 3,000 copies, offering them for sale at half the cost of the Boston 

edition.13 Unlike James Barry, Lovell did not trifle with false title pages or any other 

form of concealment for his pirated printings. His point was to flout, no evade, what he 

regarded as government overreach and heavy-handed laws. He made his point volubly, 

 

11 The 1847 Foreign Reprints Act remained in effect until the Copyright Act of 1911 was passed. 
12 Parker, The Beginnings of the Book Trade in Canda, 115. 
13 Parker, 170. 
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and for his efforts was threatened with legal action by one of Foul Play’s British authors, 

George Reade. The legal fees that came with this incident cost Lovell would-be profits, 

while his ongoing penchant for piracy took its toll on his reputation, now cemented as 

that of a printing pirate.14  

Piracy offered one solution to the copyright quandary, but it was legally and 

financially risky. However, there were relatively few options for a full, legal 

circumvention of British copyright laws, which put all would-be colonial publishers in a 

difficult, if not impossible, position. But Lovell was a printer and publisher; his life’s 

work was to publish and print. To affect this outcome, Lovell first had to apprehend 

clearly the situation he faced. There were overlapping factors, some related to his craft-

specific aspirations, and some to business organization and management. His goal as a 

publisher was, first and foremost, to discover and produce original works (including 

bound books) that were commercially viable. Three primary factors would make them 

commercially feasible: the authors’ prestige and profile among targeted readers, the 

appeal of the material itself; and, branding or marketing. The third factor included the 

books’ bindings, and but for a few firms with inhouse binderies—Beauchemin, Carswell, 

Dawson Brothers, Hunter Rose and the Methodist Book and Publishing House—

bookbinding in Canada was a separate trade well into the twentieth century.15 Lovell 

could scarcely afford to purchase the work of craft binders in significant quantities and 

his prospects for inhouse binding depended on the commercial viability of the entire 

 

14 Parker, 172. 
15 Gayle N. Garlock, Canadian Binders’ Tickets and Booksellers’ Labels (New Castle, Delaware: Oak 

Knoll Press, 2015), 17. We see this in the next chapter, with The Westminster Co. having the Methodist 

House produce its early Ralph Connor novels. 
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operation. One could neither present the work of a high-profile author in an unattractive, 

unbound book nor justify the expense of binding the work of an unproven author.  

In basic economic terms, Lovell faced a barrier-to-entry problem for bookbinding. 

His best chance for long term commercial success lay in publishing appealing, bound 

books, yet copyright law made that almost impossible. First, Lovell intensified his efforts 

in “job printing.” Though not satisfying from a craft perspective, job printing entailed 

contract printing of all manner of ephemera—event notices, pamphlets, posters. As James 

Barry had done at Six Mile Brook, this work generated capital to sustain the business 

enterprise. Early achievements for Lovell included the successful Literary Garland, the 

first British North American publication that paid the authors who contributed to the 

magazine. With a run that spanned twelve years from 1838 to 1850, the periodical 

featured articles from local authors such as Susannah Moodie and Charles Sangster.16 

Additionally, Lovell published Snow Drop (1847-53), the first sustained magazine in the 

colonies directed at children, an enterprise that had already proven successful in the 

United States and Britain.  

Secondly, the printing of materials with an established consumer demand, such as 

directories and gazetteers, provided Lovell with a relatively inexpensive, relatively risk-

free means of generating cash receipts. His own works, such as Lovell’s Canadian 

Dominion Directory and Mackay’s Montreal Directory, were solid financial ventures for 

 

16 The earliest known published works of Sangster (1822-1893), an important pre-Confederation poet from 

Kingston, Upper Canada, are found in the December 1850 issue of the Garland. See: Frank M. Tierney, 

“Sangster, Charles,” Dictionary of Canadian Biography 12 (1990), 

http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/sangster_charles_12E.html. Moodie, (1803-1885), known for her narratives 

on the settler experience, immigrated in 1832 from her home in England to Upper Canada, publishing 

numerous books and articles in her lifetime. Carl P. A. Ballstadt, “Strickland, Susanna,” Dictionary of 

Canadian Biography 11 (1982), http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/strickland_susanna_11E.html.   
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Lovell.17 Along with generating cash, this type of locally-focused work sheltered Lovell 

from foreign competition and provided its own opportunities for growth in the form of 

advertizing revenues. Keeping costs low for such ephemeral items was largely achieved 

through the use of inexpensive inputs, such as paper covers, as seen in Figure 9.18 Cheap 

coverings would be Lovell’s path to impressive bindings.  

Thirdly, Lovell used inexpensive paper covers to the greatest possible advantage, 

advertizing the work of his business on the covers. Printing and publishing school texts 

was another area that Lovell expanded into during the 1860s, recognizing not only a 

lucrative niche market but also an opportunity to develop the national identity. Lovell’s 

Series of School Books was the first set of textbooks written with British North American 

content, with many published in book cloth, similar to Lovell’s Intermediate Geography, 

shown in Figure 10.19 Traditionally, school texts had been bound in inexpensive paper 

covers or more durable, but unattractive canvas. Lovell’s foray into textbooks was a 

shrewd business decision—school texts could be mailed free of charge in Canada, as long 

as they did not contain general news or advertisements.20  

 

17 Gazetteers are geographical indexes or dictionaries. 
18 Lovell, and his successors, printed various iterations of the Directories from 1842 until 2010. 
19 Parker, “Lovell, John.”  
20 Parker, The Beginnings of the Book Trade in Canada, 422. 
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Figure 9 Lovell’s Directory in paper covers21            Figure 10 Cloth binding on school text22 

   

Lastly, serialization was another strategy used by publishers to mitigate financial 

risk while allowing those of limited financial means the opportunity to purchase reading 

material. Roughing it in the bush, for example, Moodie’s popular account of settler life 

was serialized in Lovell’s Literary Garland magazine between 1847-8. Serialization was 

a much cheaper option for publishers and readers alike. Harper and Brothers, the 

American publishers of James DeMille, the New Brunswick-born author of classics such 

as the A Strange Object Found in a Copper Cylinder (1888), and other stories based on 

his youth, used serialization to generate revenue.23 As previously noted, publishers 

 

21 A later, undated directory, but bound in simple paper wrapper. W.D. Jordan Rare Books and Special 

Collections Edith and Lorne Pierce Collection (ELPC) F5012 193 .J65. 
22  Lovell's Intermediate Geography: with maps and illustrations: being introductory to Lovell's 

"Intermediate geography," (Montreal: John Lovell, 1897). ELPC G133 .L68 1897t. 
23 The book was published in 1888, after the text had been made available in Harpers Magazine. 
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writing “…the shorter form [serialized in Harpers Magazine] suggested for the book 

would be likely to be more successful commercially than the longer form.”24   

Strategies such as serialization and subscription publishing served to reduce the 

financial risk for the publisher and printer, which also led to less expensive books for the 

increasingly literate public. While it afforded Canadian authors, such as Moodie, the 

opportunity to publish in Canada, most chose the route that DeMille did and published 

elsewhere. This constraint on Canadian publishing extended to book design as using or 

copying American or British bindings proved to be a less costly option.25 Instead, the 

reader, as we saw in the last section with Barry, could take the completed chapters to a 

binder if they were so inclined, and if their finances allowed, to have the text bound to 

suit their tastes.  

Such basic printing jobs provided much-needed capital to boost Lovell’s efforts, 

but his loftier goals depended on building relationships with established authors who had 

not turned to British or American publishers. Catherine Parr Traill, sister of Susanna 

Moodie, was an ideal fit. An established author in her own right, Parr Traill shared 

Lovell’s concerns, but also his hope for Canadian publishing. Indeed, her lamentations 

were expressed in the preface to her first edition of Canadian Wild Flowers, published by 

Lovell in Montreal in 1868:  

Any short-comings that may be noticed by our friends, must be 

excused on the score of the work being wholly Canadian in its 

execution. Our Canadian publishers can hardly be expected to 

compete with the booksellers and printers of the Old Country, or 

 

24 Correspondence from Harper and Brothers to Professor MacMechan, 3 January 1890, MS-2-21, Box 1, 

Folder 4, James De Mille and Family fonds, Dalhousie University Archives, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.  
25 Figure 19 in chapter 4 provides an example of a Canadian and American binding for the same title, 

visually demonstrating the poor quality of the Canadian binding. 
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of the United States, labouring as they must necessarily do in a 

new country under many mechanical disadvantages.26 

Parr Traill had immigrated to Upper Canada, as a married woman, having 

published children’s books in Britain, and carried with her a strong memory of the British 

printing industry. Her recognizable imprimatur enabled Lovell to take a significant step 

in the direction of producing attractive, bound books—the sort that would elevate his 

reputation as a publisher—without assuming a serious risk to his business. In other 

words, Parr Traill’s name was sufficiently recognized that Lovell could sell subscriptions 

in advance of his first printing of Canadian Wild Flowers. Subscription publishing was, 

of course, not new in Lovell’s time. Authors in Britain had sought out subscribers to 

provide the necessary capital for book publishing as early as the sixteenth century. 

However, private subscriptions did not become popular until the mid-seventeenth 

century.27  Publishing ventures could be costly, and subscriptions offered financial 

protection to the publisher. With the publication of Canadian Wild Flowers, as was often 

the case, the author had to produce a subscription list for the book to be published, thus 

reducing the financial risk for the publisher.  

The differences the first and second editions of Canadian Wild Flowers show that 

Parr Traill’s initial misgivings about Canadian publishing were somewhat justified, but 

also that, given the appropriate business strategy, significant improvements in Canadian 

binding could be achieved in short order. Lovell printed the first edition in Montreal in 

1868 and printed a second edition the following year. The differences between the 

bindings as seen in Figure 11, although both published by Lovell are significant.  

 

26 Catherine Parr Strickland Traill, Canadian Wild Flowers (Montreal: J. Lovell, 1868). 
27 Gaskell, A New Introduction to Bibliography, 181. 
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Figure 11 Canadian Wild Flowers 1868 and 186928 

 

Notwithstanding the faded fabric, both editions were bound in green book cloth 

featuring gilt lettering. Although ornamental typography was employed in the first 

edition, it is decidedly dull. Published the following year, the 1869 binding was more 

decorative, although not comparable with the best of book design in the United States and 

Britain at the time. Given the crack in a leaf in the wreath, it is, as suggested by 

bookbinder Margaret Lock in her book, Bookbinding Materials and Techniques, 1700-

1920, an example of less skillful work by the Canadian engravers.29 The faults of the 

binding are evident in comparison to the beautiful prints, painted and lithographed by 

Agnes FitzGibbon, Parr Traill’s niece, inside the covers. 

 

28 Parr Traill, Canadian Wild Flowers, W.D. Jordan Rare Books and Special Collections, ELPC folio, 

QK201 .T7C 1868 and 869. 
29 Lock suggests that the crack in the wreath, as indicated in the circled area of the image, is indicative of a 

second-hand block, which was not unusual, given the cost of creating wood blocks, but should have been 

replaced once the image was no longer pristine. Margaret Lock, Bookbinding Materials and Techniques, 

27.  
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The fourth edition of Canadian Wild Flowers, shown in Figure 12, was published 

in 1895 by William Briggs, an imprint of the Methodist Book and Publishing House 

(later Ryerson Press). It was bound in a cover that would have been familiar to owners of 

the previous editions. C. H. Dickinson, of the Ryerson Press from 1937 to 1966, attached 

an undated letter to the Briggs edition, identifying the binding as one from the Methodist 

Book and Publishing House:  

Original Book — Bound in the Methodist Book and Publishing 

House in the year 1895 in light blue C M Pattern Extra Cloth. 

Cover – bevelled edges, stamped in gold leaf and blinded as this 

book – tripple rules on outside edges with special circular stamp 

in centre in gold on page one of cover, the same stamping on the 

back cover – gilt edges, blue and gold lines with flowers, end 

papers.30 

Although the Methodist House bound its books on-site, the implications of which are 

explored further in the following chapter, it is apparent that it did not always use original 

cover designs. In the case of the Canadian Wild Flowers binding, a twenty-five year old 

design was copied and although a new block was used (the crack in the leaf is gone), the 

design itself was not improved. Marketing might have been the reason for the consistent 

binding—the title surrounded by a floral wreath would have been a recognizable cover 

for a well-loved book—but it also suggests that improvements in book design was not 

necessarily linear. Additionally, as we shall see in the next chapter, bookbinding was not 

a new endeavor for the Methodist House in 1895. The firm had an inhouse bindery in 

addition to binding books published by others. The practice of reusing designs further 

complicates the identification and proper attribution of Canadian publishers’ bindings.  

 

30 Ruth Bradley-St-Cr, “The Downfall of the Ryerson Press” (PhD Thesis, University of Ottawa, 2014), 

ruor.uottawa.ca, 28. The letter is in the Special Collections Library at Ryerson University: QK201.T68 18.  
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Figure 12 Briggs, 189531 

Lovell himself was aware of the issues surrounding the bookbinding trade in 

Canada, enough that he noted the situation in an advertisement that he placed in his 1866-

67 Directory: 

Bookbinding—Owing to the difficulty of procuring first class 

Bookbinders, and the high wages they demand not being 

warranted by the amount of support accorded, together with the 

heavy duty (20 per cent.) on binding material, while the bound 

book is admitted free, the undersigned is under the necessity of 

declining [unreadable] further orders in this branch, and will 

hereafter confine himself to binding connected with his 

[printing?] business, and the manufacture of Blank Account 

Books.32 

Although industrialization had changed the landscape of book production during 

the nineteenth century, the role of the bookbinder remained relatively unchanged during 

 

31 Photo credit for this image: Clive Powell, “The Ryerson Archive,” 2017, 

http://www.mychangingtimes.wordpress.com. 
32 Interestingly, Lovell does not include this section on bookbinding in otherwise identical advertizements 

on pages 7 and 63 in this directory. Mackay’s Montreal Directory for 1866-67, 211. He variously includes 

the bookbinding trade in advertizements throughout his career, although it is unclear as to what changed in 

the industry throughout his career that made him decline bookbinding orders. 
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Lovell’s time. Notwithstanding improvements brought by mechanization, most of the 

work done by bookbinders continued to be done by hand using traditional methods. 

Regardless of the type of binding, the printed sheets needed to be folded, gathered and 

sewn, all done manually.33 This type of work was frequently carried out by women, with 

almost half of the Montreal bookbinders identified in the 1880-81 census as women or 

girls.34 Bookbinding labour was divided between skilled and less-skilled jobs and 

activities requiring a certain amount of physical strength. Between the folding and sewing 

tasks, men beat the gatherings with a hammer and a block, a physical job compared to the 

seated work done by the women.35 Women also frequently finished or decorated the 

binding work that involved applying a heated brass die to the cloth.36  

Employing women as bookbinders happened across the country, albeit not to the 

same degree as in the United States and Britain, where women were establishing 

themselves as book designers as well.37 Work in a bindery in Canada at the beginning of 

the twentieth century was still considered a trade and manual labour, although 

bookbinding as art was possible for those who pursued it as a member of the Women’s 

Art Association of Canada.38 The high wages demanded by first-class bookbinders that 

Lovell lamented did not apply to the women folding and sewing the gathered leaves. In 

 

33 Gatherings are the group of leaves formed after the printed sheet has been folded to the size of the book 

and before it is combined in proper order for binding. See, Carter and Barker, ABC for Book 

Collectors,113.  
34 Ruth Panofsky, Toronto Trailblazers: Women in Canadian Publishing (Toronto: University of Toronto 

Press, 2019), 4. 
35 Gaskell, A New Introduction to Bibliography, 148. 
36 Marianne Tidcombe, Women Bookbinders: 1880-1920 (New Castle, DE: Oak Knoll Press and the British 

Library, 1996), 65. 
37 For more on women book designers and binders in the nineteenth century, see: Sue Allen and Charles 

Gullans, Decorated Cloth in America: Publishers’ Bindings, 1840-1910 (Los Angeles: UCLA, Center for 

17th- and 18th-Century Studies, William Andrews Clark Memorial Library, 1994).  
38  National Council of Women of Canada, ed., Women of Canada: Their Life and Work (Ottawa: Canadian 

Government, 1900), http://www.canadiana.ca.proxy.queensu.ca/view/oocihm.11965/392?r=0&s=1, 216. 
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1900, women working in this trade in Canada could expect to earn between $3.00 and 

$6.00 per week.39 Even if they earned the maximum yearly salary of $312, the wages 

represented $37 less than the average salary of $349.19 for bookbinders in the 1891 

census.40 Although the gender break down of the employees in Lovell’s establishments is 

unknown, it is reasonable to assume that his shop employed women in bookbinding or 

other roles. 

According to the census, there were ten bookbinding businesses in Montreal in 

1871, employing one hundred thirty-three persons, compared to forty-six bookbinding 

establishments in all of Canada with a total of five hundred and ninety-two employees.41 

During this period, Halifax, where the first printing press was found in the colonies that 

became Canada, registered only one bookbinding business, with Toronto accounting for 

five of the national total. Ten years later, the number of bookbinding employees had 

almost doubled, with sixty-four bookbinding establishments in Canada employing just 

over one thousand workers.42 Halifax had two more bookbinding businesses by this time, 

and towards the west, Toronto registered one more establishment in 1881, for a total of 

six. Montreal, however, dropped to nine bookbinding businesses. These local numbers 

were representative of what was happening in the provinces. As the settler population 

 

39  National Council of Women of Canada, 101. 
40 Department of Agriculture, Census of Canada, 1890-1891: Recensement Du Canada, ed. Department of 

Agriculture (Ottawa, 1894), https://archive.org/details/censuscanadarec00agrigoog, 41. This figure was 

arrived at by dividing the yearly total wages by the number of women and men workers. Those under the 

age of 16 are not included as most apprentices were not paid. The census does not break down the wages by 

gender, but it is assumed that the men made considerably more. 
41 Census of Canada. 1870-71 (Ottawa: Government of Canada, 1875), 

https://archive.org/details/cu31924092688161/page/n419/mode/2up/search/bookbinding, 400-1. The 1870-

71 census was the first regularly scheduled collection of national statistics. 
42 Census of Canada, 1880-81. Recensement Du Canada : Canada. Dept. of Agriculture volume 3 (Ottawa: 

Maclean, Roger & Co., 1883),  

https://archive.org/details/1880censusofcana03canauoft/page/434/mode/2up/search/book+binders, 434. 
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expanded west, so too did the publishing and, by default, bookbinding business.43 In 

1871, the census identified twenty bookbinding businesses in Quebec and twenty-one in 

Ontario.44 By 1891, Ontario had increased its holdings to forty-one, outpacing Quebec, 

listed at twenty-six establishments in the census.  

Table 1 Bookbinding Businesses45 

Categories 1871 1881 1891 

Number of bookbinding 

establishments in Montreal 

 

10 
9 11 

Number of women workers in 

Montreal establishments 62 130 141 

Number of male workers in 

Montreal establishments 71 150 172 

Total Number of bookbinding 

employees in Montreal 

 

133 
280 313 

Total number of bookbinding 

establishments in Canada 

 

46 

 

64 81 

Number of women workers in 

Canada 308 548 629 

Number of male workers in 

Canada 284 488 694 

Total number of bookbinding 

employees in Canada 
 

592 

 

1036 1323 

 

 

43 This trend, interestingly, did not happen in the U.S. As the population moved west, the publishing 

industry remained solidly entrenched in the east, keeping the core in New York, Boston and Philadelphia.  
44 Census of Canada. 1870-71, 400. 
45 It is assumed here that the bookbinding work is separate from businesses, like Lovell’s, that did 

bookbinding in addition to printing.  The total  number for workers in each category includes workers 

under the age of 16. Census of Canada,1870-71, 400-1;  Census of Canada, 1880-81, 434-436; Department 

of Agriculture, Census of Canada, 1890-1891, 41. 
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As indicated in the census, the number of bookbinding establishments in Montreal 

between 1871 and 1891 increased by only one, although the number of employees grew 

considerably. In comparison, printing offices in Montreal grew by three hundred 

percent.46 The census data reflects an interesting, seemingly paradoxical relationship 

between binding and printing operations in Canada. First, Montreal’s binding industry 

employed one hundred and thirty-five percent more people in 1891 than it had in 1871; 

across Canada, the number employed in binding increased by one hundred and twenty 

three percent. This represents significant nominal growth in binding operations, growth 

of which Lovell was very much a part. Indeed, binding operations added employees at a 

greater rate than did the printing industry, which saw a one hundred and twenty percent 

increase for the period. From this point of view, then, Canadian book binding does not 

appear to have suffered. 

However, when these rates are considered alongside the number of establishments 

in these respective industries, the fundamental point of this chapter is supported. Whereas 

Montreal added only a single binding establishment over the twenty-year period (a ten 

percent increase), the number of printing offices in the city grew by three hundred 

percent. Across Canada, there were one hundred and twenty percent more printing 

establishments, compared with an increase of seventy-six for binding establishments. 

While both industries show nominal growth over the period, the relationship 

between number of establishments and employee numbers speaks to a difference in the 

nature of the growth experienced by these operations. The demand for printed material 

 

46 Census of Canada 1870-71, 384-389; Census of Canada, 1880-81, 418-422; Census of Canada, 1890-

1891, 265-270. 
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clearly grew, resulting in a substantial increase in printing offices. The corresponding 

small rate of growth in employee numbers, however, reflects mechanization and related 

technological improvements in printing. By contrast, the substantial increase in 

employment in binding operations illustrates that binding activity remained a relatively 

labour intensive, craft-based activity. In short, whereas the printing industry shows 

patterns of growth and technological efficiency common to many industrial activities of 

the time, binding was slow to reflect this shift. Lovell worked hard to change this 

structural lag for the binding industry, and in his efforts, we see the barriers that mitigated 

against his efforts. 

Table 2 Printing Establishments47 

Categories 1871 1881 1891 Change over 

time  

Number of 

printing offices 

in Montreal 

 

26 

 

33 

 

89 

 

 300% 

Total Number 

of printing 

employees in 

Montreal 

 

766 

 

875 

 

910 

 

 19% 

Number of 

printing offices 

in Canada 

 

308 

 

395 

 

589 

 

 91% 

Total Number 

of printing 

employees in 

Canada 

 

3497 

 

5311 

 

7705 

 

 120% 

 

Lovell remained as one of the relatively stable number of binders in Montreal but 

did not necessarily bind all of the items that he published and printed. Publishing and 

 

47 The title of this category changes in the 1891 census, from ‘Printing Offices’ to ‘Printing and Publishing 

Establishments.’ This is the first time that publishing appears in the census. Census of Canada 1870-71, 

384-389; Census of Canada, 1880-81, 418-422; Census of Canada, 1890-1891, 265-270. 
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printing remained a relatively small community in Lovell’s time, and he would have 

known the other publishers, printers and binders, in Montreal at least. Through the 

examination of binders’ tickets at Jordan Special Collections and in other collections, it is 

known that Lovell had others bind some of the books that he had printed, and that 

conversely, he bound books that others had printed. Binders’ tickets, introduced in 

Europe in the 1720s, and widely used in Britain and France until the 1830s, were also 

used in the United States and Canada during the nineteenth century.48 These labels, either 

printed or engraved, contained at least the name of the binder and usually more 

information such as the address of the business. Importantly, the binding can be attributed 

to the binder through the tickets, most of which were attached to the inside of the front 

cover. Figure 13 shows a binders’ ticket of the Montreal binder Robert Miller, affixed to 

A Sermon, preached on the 1st March 1857, a text published by Lovell.49 The caution 

here is that books did get rebound, and the binding might not be contemporary with the 

printing of the text. Lovell himself used binders’ tickets, as seen in Figure 14, on books 

that he printed and bound as well as on books that he bound for others.50 In other words, 

printing and binding each book, even in Lovell’s establishment, a business that was set up 

for both, was not automatically built into inhouse production.           

 

48 Carter and Barker, ABC for Book Collectors, 204. The use of binders’ tickets in Europe was especially 

prevalent when binderies were a separate business from publishing. 
49 Binders’ ticket located on the upper left corner of William Snodgrass, A Sermon Preached on the 1st 

March, 1857, Being the First Sabbath after the Funeral of Hew Ramsay, Esq. (Montreal: John Lovell, at 

his steam-printing establishment, 1857)., E&LP Collection 
50 Garlock, Canadian Binders’ Tickets and Booksellers’ Labels, appendix. 
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            Figure 13  Robert Miller Ticket                        Figure 14 John Lovell Ticket 

 

               Although Lovell was successful in building and maintaining a binding business 

in Montreal alongside his publishing, copyright restrictions continued to be a problem. 

His early turn to piracy has already been mentioned; he took even more drastic action in 

1871. Lovell built a plant at Rouse’s Point, New York, a mere twenty miles on the south 

side of the border, with the intent of reprinting British works and importing them to be 

bound in his Montreal shop and sold in the Canadian market.51 The Foreign Reprints Act, 

coupled with the lack of interest by American lawmakers in recognizing foreign 

copyright, meant that Lovell could legally operate as an authorized publisher and printer 

from his Rouse’s Point works.52 The title page of the first work printed by Lovell in New 

York, Lays of Ancient Rome, as shown in Figure 15, identified Lovell as the “General 

Manager” as well as listing the agencies in Montreal, Toronto, Halifax, St. John and 

Charlottetown responsible for the selling and distribution of the book. Lovell’s 

production workflow at the new plant was complicated. Stereoplates, a reusable metal 

 

51 The New York plant proved quite successful, and served to launch the publishing career of Lovell’s son, 

John Wurtele. Parker, The Beginnings of the Book Trade in Canada, 172. 
52 John Labatt, the Canadian brewer, also expanded his business in the American market at the end of the 

nineteenth century. Unlike Lovell, his attempt was a failure, due to structural problems (tariffs, distribution 

systems and consumer tastes) in the United States that he failed to recognize. Matthew Bellamy, “John 

Labatt Blows In and Out of the Windy City: A Case Study in Entrepreneurship and Business Failure, 1889-

1896,” Canadian Historical Review 95 (1), 2014: 30–53. doi:10.3138/chr.1637. 
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plate of the printing type, were created at the Montreal business, transported to Rouse’s 

Point, along with paper, where the text was printed. The printed sheets were then returned 

to Montreal to be bound and sold in Canada.53 Financially it made sense for Lovell to 

have the books bound in Canada to minimize the weight-based duty payable on 

importation to Canada. Lighter paper covers, although suitable for Lovell’s Directories, 

were not appropriate for the types of books produced in the New York plant. Cloth 

bindings, such as the one in Figure 16, similar in style to bindings produced in the United 

States and Britain, suited this genre and allowed Lovell to create inexpensive, attractive 

books for the expanding Canadian market. 

                             

   Figure 15 Lays of Ancient Rome title page54            Figure 16 Cover55 

 

53 Parker, 172. Stereotyping is the process by where a mould of the type is taken and cast as a reusable 

metal plate. Carter and Barker, ABC for Book Collectors, 210. 
54 Thomas Babington Macaulay, Lays of ancient Rome, with Ivry and the armada (Rouse's Point, N.Y.: 

International Print and Pub. Co., 1872). This copy is from Internet Archive, 

https://archive.org/details/laysofancien00maca/page/n7/mode/2up. The original is at Robarts Library, 

University of Toronto. 
55 Macaulay. 

https://archive.org/details/laysofancien00maca/page/n7/mode/2up
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Publishers’ bindings also allowed for advertizing by the publisher, but in a 

different way. Similar to paper covers, such as the ones that Lovell used for his 

directories, but much more robust, the publisher could brand their books, adding their 

imprint on the spine or binding a series. Lovell’s son John successfully introduced the 

‘Lovell’s Library’ series into the American market in 1882, reprinting cheap British 

editions that were issued in cloth or paper and bound in the United States. Figure 17 

shows a paper copy of John Bull and his daughters, with the standard design found on all 

of the books in the series. The paper copy was twenty cents, although some books were 

as cheap as ten cents, and all books in the series could be “bound in cloth, at 15 cents a 

copy, additional to retail price.”56 Similar to a book buyer binding his books to match 

their library in the previous century John Wurtele Lovell, and other publishers were 

branding their publications. For the reader, the covers, with their recognizable designs, 

provided a visual relationship between the book and the publisher. In Canada, however, 

publishers were content to make the bindings identical with the reprinted American or 

British books, perhaps as a way to blend in with the copyrighted version. Although 

Lovell branded his directories and school texts for the Canadian market, as shown in 

Figures 9 and 10, that material was for every day, general-use type of books. 

 

56 “Lovell’s Library,” The American Bookseller: A Semi-Monthly Journal Published in the Interestes of 

Newsdealers, Booksellers and Stationers 17, no. 9 (1885), 268. 
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 Figure 17 Lovell’s Library Series in paper57 

Ultimately, it was the threat of cheap imports into the British North American 

colonies, from the United States or Britain, that drove the British governments to 

establish copyright laws, local, imperial and international, to protect the interests of the 

authors and publishers. Canada, even after Confederation, was still bound by imperial 

law, in addition to local laws, such as those stemming from the Foreign Reprints Act, that 

served to complicate and confound publishing until the twentieth century and beyond. 

These copyright laws, in turn, meant that the opportunity to build a national publishing 

industry was limited. Throughout his career, John Lovell challenged the industry and the 

government, at all levels, to find solutions to the pirating and copyright issues that 

plagued him and other Canadian publishers. Subscription and serialized publishing was a 

solution that Lovell used to promote Canadian authors without the financial risk to his 

company, but this did little to improve book design and was of benefit to only a handful 

 

57 Max O’Rell, John Bull and his Daughters (New York: J. W. Lovell Co., 1884). Stauffer compact DA533 

.B6. 
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of authors. Pirating books, a common occurrence in Canada and the United States at the 

time, and the drastic move to Rouse’s Point to circumvent copyright laws proved to be 

reputational risks for Lovell. His later attempts at getting permission to reprint from 

American and British firms were often denied, although such permissions were granted to 

other Canadian publishers.58 Lovell also angered other groups, such as the Philadelphia 

Book Trade Association, who considered the Rouse’s Point plant an attempt to avoid tax 

payments to the United States and Canada.59 

Nevertheless, Lovell persevered, modifying and adapting to what was happening 

around him, producing thousands of items from newspapers to historical volumes to a 

successful series of school texts. In his shops, he had them bound in everything from 

inexpensive paper wrappers to publishers’ bindings to fine leather bindings. 

Alternatively, as the case may be, he published and printed items, leaving the binding to 

others. Lovell, the agile publisher who could pivot with each changing legislation, 

provides the link between James Barry, the small publisher, printer and binder to Lorne 

Pierce, the editor and book collector in search of a national identity through literature, in 

the next chapter. Indeed, as of 2020, Lovell Litho Inc, a descendant of Lovell’s business 

is still active at 423 St. Nicholas Street, Montreal, proclaiming on their website: 

Notre société est spécialisée dans les systèmes d’index de qualité 

faits sur mesure depuis plusieurs décennies. Notre entreprise, 

située dans le grand Montréal, existe depuis plus de 180 ans!60 

 

58 Parker, The Beginnings of the Book Trade in Canada, 172, 174. Sheldon & Company of New York 

offered permissions for a title to Lovell, but at an amount that was purposefully prohibitive. The British 

publisher Thomas Longman denied Lovell reprint permissions, but allowed Dawson Brothers such rights. 
59 Parker, 174. 
60 https://lovell.ca/  

https://lovell.ca/
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Chapter 4 

Edith and Lorne Pierce Collection of Canadiana at Queen’s University 

We should at all times respect the decencies, all of them; respect 

the value and dignity of the individual, and insure his right to 

speak and be heard; respect the intangibles—the things that are 

priceless, and that money cannot buy….To recognize excellence, 

to encourage it, direct it, and finally to reward it with the 

accolade of a great press, that is our task. Editor’s Creed1  

Canada has lagged in building beautiful books. Lorne Pierce2   

 

Chapters two and three dealt with individuals directly involved in the construction 

of publisher bindings. Thanks to the survival of one of their records and of the books they 

bound, we gain insights, sometimes on a personal level, into the obstacles faced by Barry 

and Lovell as they pursued their passion – albeit on very different scales and in different 

local circumstances – to put books with Canadian-made publisher bindings out into the 

world. What Barry and Lovell (among others) produced, Lorne Pierce later collected and 

preserved with unmatched enthusiasm. Making use of selections dated between 1870 and 

1920 from the vast Edith and Lorne Pierce Collection (ELPC) allows us to survey broad 

aesthetic developments in this one feature, the publishers’ binding, that we witnessed 

created by individuals. We see three significant developments within book design in 

Canada during this time. As the cover designs became more refined, they began to reflect 

the text within, serving as a visual abstract for the contents. Previously, the covers were 

arbitrary illustrations revealing nothing of the text within to the reader. Secondly, as we 

 

1 From the inside flap of the dustcover of: C.H. Dickinson, Lorne Pierce: A Profile (Toronto: Ryerson 

Press, 1965). Dickinson was the general manager at Ryerson Press for more than twenty years while Pierce 

was editor. The Editor’s Creed was read aloud by Pierce during his retirement speech in 1960: Typescript 

of An Editor’s Creed, by Lorne Pierce, n.d., 2320.2-5-1, Beth Pierce Robinson Collection, QUA. 
2 Lorne Pierce, On Publishers and Publishing (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1951), 1.  
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saw in the previous chapter with Lovell, bindings on school texts moved from paper or 

canvas coverings to book cloth. Finally, an increase in the publication of fiction by 

Canadian authors provided a more appropriate use of decorated book cloth, as seen in the 

bindings of works by Ralph Connor.3  Moving ahead chronologically, this chapter, in 

addition to describing Canadian publishers’ bindings within the vast holdings of the 

collection housed in W.D. Jordan Rare Books and Special Collections, will reflect on 

these developments, concluding that binding designs develop aesthetically by decade.  

 Not coincidentally, it was in a very active and nationalistic time that Lorne Pierce 

undertook to recover Canada’s publishing past. Such Canadian artistic luminaries as the 

Group of Seven were commissioned by Canadian publishers to illustrate texts and design 

bindings. During the late 1920s alone, McClelland & Stewart published books illustrated 

by A.Y. Jackson, Franz Johnston, Lawren Harris and C.M. Manly.4 Meanwhile, Ryerson 

Press editor Lorne Pierce enlisted the father-son duo of J.E.H. and Thoreau 

MacDonald—who designed covers for Ryerson’s famous Poetry Chap Books—as well as 

Group of Seven luminaries F.H. Varley and C. W. Jefferys.5 Pierce never abandoned his 

sense of the intimate connection between art and book design throughout a life of 

promotional activity that culminated in the ELPC at Queen’s University.6   

Pierce and his wife, Edith Chown, established their collection in 1924. As for 

their choice of an institutional home for the collection, the timing could not have been 

 

3 Connor was a pseudonym for Charles William Gordon, a Canadian Minister and novelist. 
4 Pantazzi, “Book Illustration and Design By Canadian Artists 1890-1940."   
5 Pantazzi.  
6 All books examined in this chapter are from the Edith and Lorne Pierce Collection at W.D. Jordan Rare 

Books and Special Collections, Queen’s University, unless otherwise noted. 
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more favourable for Queen’s.7 The construction of the new Douglas Library, with its 

“Treasure Room” and a newly appointed University Librarian, Nathan Van Patten, aided 

Pierce in his decision to donate to and work with Queen’s.8 The collection began with a 

donation of items (some 3,000 volumes) from Pierce’s private collection of Canadian 

books and manuscripts, including the first book donated, the Oxford Book of Canadian 

Verse, edited by William Wilfred Campbell.9 Published circa 1913 in Toronto by Oxford 

University Press, this morocco bound item set the stage for the future development of the 

collection.10 In addition to the donation of physical objects, Pierce established an 

endowment in 1958, The Edith Chown Pierce Trust, which allowed the university to 

purchase new acquisitions for the collection.11 

An ordained minister, Pierce also served on the Canadian Authors Association, in 

addition to being a founding member, The Bibliographical Society of Canada and the Art 

Gallery of Ontario. Additionally, he was a member of the Champlain Society and the Arts 

and Letters Club, a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada, editor of the Makers of 

Canadian Literature series and the Ryerson Poetry Chap-books, and considered many of 

 

7 Edith Chown, a classmate of Pierce’s who graduated from Queen’s in 1913, was influential in the 

development of Canadian literature in her own right. Chown Hall is named after her cousin May Chown. In 

his initial correspondence with Dr. Taylor, then Principal of Queen’s, Pierce requested that the collection 

be named “The Lorne Pierce Collection of Canadian Literature at Queen’s University.” This upset Edith, 

who felt that she had contributed to, and made significant sacrifices for, the acquisition of the collection, 

and the name was later changed to include her. Letter from Lorne Pierce to Dr. Taylor, Queen’s Principal, 

19 July 1924, 1272-3-24, Lorne Pierce file, Queen’s University Office of the Principal fonds, QUA; Sandra 

Campbell, Both Hands: A Life of Lorne Pierce of Ryerson Press (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen’s 

University Press, 2013), 244. 
8 Lorne Pierce, How I became a Canadiana Collector (Toronto: Ryerson Press, n.d.) 
9 Campbell, Both Hands, 244. Dickinson, Lorne Pierce: A Profile, 54.  
10 Morocco is leather made from goatskin that holds dye well and is frequently used with bold colours. The 

name is not of geographical significance. Carter and Barker, ABC for Book Collectors, 152. 
11 Letter from Lorne Pierce to H.P. Gundy (Pete), 2 February 1958, 1272-3-24, Lorne Pierce file, Queen’s 

University Office of the Principal fonds, QUA. In addition to books, the collection also contains furniture, 

including, for example, a writing desk that had belonged to Marjorie Pickthall, and a pen holder from the 

desk of Bliss Carman. 
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the poets part of his close circle of friends. It was this diverse background, coupled with 

his interest in collecting Canadiana books, that foregrounded Pierce’s dedication to the 

promotion of Canadian literature, and his desire to build a robust Canadian collection at 

Queen’s.12  

Pierce himself told the story of how his humble beginnings as a collector of 

Canadiana began during his final year at Queen’s after a flippant remark by Professor 

Cappon, who suggested that Canadian literature or culture did not matter.13 For Pierce, 

there was a direct connection between Canadian literature and a sense of identity for the 

young nation. Confederation was only the first step in nation-building; national self-

preservation required a new identity separate from that of Britain and the United States, 

lest Canada became, according to Pierce, a “nation of borrowers and mimics.”14 At the 

beginning of his career with Ryerson, Pierce penned the Editor’s Creed, that served as his 

guiding principle during his tenure:    

He hoped to build a covered bridge between East and West; 

between French and English; between Catholic and Protestant; 

between the learned and the unlearned. 

He insisted upon respect for the decencies—all of them; respect 

for the value and dignity of the individual, and a man’s right to 

be heard; respect for the intangibles—the things that money 

cannot buy.15 

 

12 There were others, of course, who played a role in the building of the collection at Queen’s. Foremost 

among these for the purposes of this paper is Adam Shortt, the Professor in charge of the Queen’s library in 

1895. Pierce acknowledged the work of Shortt in adding significant Canadiana titles to the collection. See, 

for example: Lorne Pierce, forward to Canadiana 1698-1900: In the possession of the Douglas Library, 

Queen’s University, compiled by Janet S. Porteous (Kingston: Douglas Library, 1932), 1. 
13 Pierce, How I Became a Canadiana Collector, 1. Canadian Literature would not find its way onto the 

academic calendar at Queen’s until the 1930s. 
14 Lorne Pierce, “Canadian Literature and the National Ideal,” Canadian Bookman, 1925, 143. 
15 Typescript of An Editor’s Creed, by Lorne Pierce, n.d., 2320.2-5-1, Beth Pierce Robinson Collection, 

QUA.  
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The Creed, written about Egerton Ryerson, founder of the House of Ryerson—Ryerson is 

the ‘He’ referred to in the above quote—courage and faith were the cornerstones for 

Pierce during his forty years at Ryerson.16 Responsibility in curating and preserving the 

record of the nation rested with the Canadian publishing heads, Pierce believed. Indeed, 

in 1970, when McGraw-Hill purchased Ryerson Press, the objection by the public to the 

loss of a Canadian cultural giant was such that it prompted an Ontario Royal Commission 

on book publishing.17 Pierce’s vision was not lost. As the editor, however, he was limited 

to the projects and manuscripts, solicited or not, that crossed his desk. With his collection 

and collecting habits, he was limited only by his finances.18  

Today, the ELPC numbers approximately one hundred thousand items, still 

housed in Douglas Library. Until his death, Pierce actively participated in the acquisition 

of objects and helped to guide the collecting policies. Over time, collection guidelines 

changed and became flexible in the definition of what constituted “Canadiana,” reflecting 

the interests and goals of the successive curators. Additionally, many of the items in the 

collection, indeed many of the items in Pierce’s first donation, were published outside of 

Canada.  

The selection of the works from this collection for inclusion in this thesis was 

made with the intent of providing a cross-section of bindings, by a variety of Canadian 

publishers, other than John Lovell, on books published between 1870 and 1920. Although 

examples of publishers’ bindings exist from the period before 1870, the fifty years under 

 

16 News clipping “Pioneering in Canada’s Culture,” The Gazette, Montreal, October 23, 1954, 2320.2-1-16, 

Correspondence re: The House of Ryerson, Beth Pierce Robinson Collection, QUA. 
17 Campbell, Both Hands, 499. 
18 At times, Pierce, not a particularly wealthy man, did not let his finances limit his collecting habits and 

this at times strained his personal relationships, particularly with Edith. For more on this see Campbell, 

Both Hands, especially chapter 11. 
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examination, was a time of growth and change for Canadian publishers and offer a rich 

base from which to choose publishers’ bindings.19  

An online search of the Queen’s University Library services platform, Alma, 

revealed 15,351 books published between 1870 and 1920 in the ELPC. Although 

pamphlets, broadsides and other types of ephemera are excluded from this number, it 

does include all types of bindings—paper, leather and publishers’ cloth, as well as books 

published outside of Canada. 

Table 3 Number of Items in the ELPC 

Date Range Number of Publications 

1870-1880 2,102 

1880-1890 2,599 

1890-1900 3,340 

1900-1910 3.341 

1910-1920 3,969 

Total 15,351 

 

The initiative to add a machine-readable cataloguing (MARC) format to identify 

the physical characteristics of library materials, including descriptions of bindings, began 

in 1979 with a proposal by the Independent Research Libraries Association (IRLA), 

 

19 For an early example, John Breakenridge, The Crusades, and other poems, published in Kingston in 1846 

by J. Rowlands, is blind stamped and bound in brown book cloth. On the inside front cover is a binders’ 

ticket—“C. Hobrough, Binder Wellington-st., Kingston.” ELPC PS8403.R41 C7 
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reflecting an increased interest in book production and history.20 Although many 

institutions maintained local files on the physical characteristics of books in their 

collection, the terms used were not standardized, or readily accessible. Five years later, 

the project ended with a field for such terms authorized for use to describe the binding 

material and its treatment or the style of the binding.21 The purpose of this field in 

cataloguing records is to assist researchers who are studying the book as an object and 

looking to retrieve evidence of the physical characteristics of the item. The majority of 

books in the W.D. Jordan Rare Books and Special Collections Library that have their 

bindings described in the cataloguing records are those in their original bindings 

published before 1701, thereby excluding Canadian bindings. Unlike the uniform 

publishers’ bindings, these early individual bindings often reveal information about 

provenance in addition to production.22 Furthermore, with a large percentage of the 

collection acquired before the start of this initiative, financial and staffing restraints have 

limited the ability to add binding information into the catalogue record retroactively. 

Therefore, out of necessity, the method of identifying and selecting titles for this 

study involved a physical inspection of approximately three hundred books from which to 

select the samples. The selection began with an examination of the book shelves in key 

areas of the Jordan vaults, based on two classification schedules: the F5000 schedule for 

 

20 Association of College and Research Libraries, Rare Books and Manuscripts Section, Standards 

Committee, Binding Terms: A Thesaurus for Use in Rare Book and Special Collections Cataloguing, 1988 

http://rbms.info/vocabularies/introductions/BindingIntro.htm.  
21 Association of College and Research Libraries, Binding Terms. 
22 For example, the binding of the W.D. Jordan copy of William Caxton’s Polycronicon (Westminster, 

1482) dates from the mid-18th century, and shows that it once belonged to James West. Schulich-Woolf 

Collection, Dated 1482. 
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Canadian history and the class PS8000 for Canadian literature.23 Each item bound in 

cloth was physically examined with the following data collected: title, author, publisher, 

place of publication, date, and a description of the binding.24 In some cases, a quick look 

at the title page identified the United States or Britain as the place of publication, and 

thus not a candidate for this study. Titles with Canadian imprints were not necessarily 

printed and bound in Canada, making the identification of the binding as a Canadian 

product complicated. Often Canadian publishers purchased books from the United States 

or Britain, tipping in their title pages as if they had printed and bound the item. Similarly, 

the name of a Canadian publishing company stamped in gilt on the spine did not mean 

automatic inclusion in the sample group. 

Such was the case with books in the collection by Bliss Carman (1861-1929), for 

example. Carman, a Canadian poet and good friend of Pierce (Pierce, was his literary 

executor) relocated to the United States in 1890, a move that resulted in him being 

considered one of the most influential American poets of the late nineteenth century.25 It 

was a financial move for Carman, for reasons similar to Lovell’s, as noted in the previous 

chapter. Consequently, many of Carman’s works were published in the United States, 

bearing imprints from Boston and other American cities. For instance, Carman’s The 

Kinship of Nature, published in Toronto in 1904 by the Copp, Clark Company, and as 

shown in Figure 18, is identical to the copy published in Boston by L .C. Page & 

 

23 These classification schedules were developed by Library and Archives Canada and are compatible with 

the Library of Congress Classification, a system that was introduced in the late nineteenth century in order 

to provide a systematic and uniform method for organizing academic libraries. Additionally, a visual 

survey of other sections was undertaken.  
24 The binding description included the colour and type of cloth, observations on the condition of the cloth 

and a detailed account of the cover design.  
25   Mary Jane Edwards, George L. Parker, and Paul Denham, The Evolution of Canadian Literature in 

English: 1867-1914 (Toronto: Holt, Rinehart and Winston of Canada, 1973), 166. 
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Company, including the decorative signed publishers’ binding by Florence Pearl 

Nosworthy with her F.P. monogram in the lower-left corner, with the addition of the 

company name in gilt on the spine.26  

                                 

                                                    Figure 18 Bliss Carman27  

 Other books with the Canadian imprint of Copp, Clark Co., received similar 

treatment. A series of titles by Henry Van Dyke, an American minister and author, 

published in the United States by Charles Scribner’s Sons of New York, often shared the 

same binding design on the Canadian copy. As with The Kinship of Nature, these signed 

bindings by the American designer Margaret Armstrong also featured the company 

named stamped in gilt on the spine.28 Not all of the covers, however, can be attributed to 

 

26 Nosworthy (1872-1936) was an American illustrator and book designer who studied at the Boston 

Museum School of Fine Art. Delia Gaze, Dictionary of Women Artists (London: Fitzroy Dearborn 

Publishers, 1997), 45.  
27 Bliss Carman, The Kinship of Nature (Toronto: The Copp, Clark Company, Limited, 1904), ELPC 

PS8455 .A84 K5 1904a 
28 Armstrong (1867-1944) was a successful American book designer, creating the covers for some two 

hundred and seventy books. For more on Armstrong, including a checklist of her designs, see: Charles 

Gullans and John Espey, Margaret Armstrong and American Trade Bindings : With a Checklist of Her 
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American designers. An example of Fisherman’s Luck, by Henry Van Dyke and 

published by Copp Clark Co. of Toronto, as shown in Figure 19, exists in the ELPC that 

is bound in green cloth with a pictorial paper onlay in the centre. This variant edition, 

with its inferior cloth and unsigned design, would have been intended as a less expensive 

imprint, for a different audience. The quality is also consistent with Canadian binding 

design during this time. Higher quality and more expensive editions, as also shown in 

Figure 19, were bound in blue book cloth, featuring Armstrong’s art nouveau style of 

design with fish and plants intricately entwined in a sea motif. The 1915 edition 

published by Copp Clark Co., was, according to its title page, published “by arrangement 

with Charles Scribners Son’s,” suggesting that the printed sheets were sent to Copp Clark 

in Toronto to be bound and distributed under their imprint. 

            

Figure 19: Copp Clark Co. on the left and Armstrong’s binding for Scribners on the right29 

 

Designed Bindings and Covers, (Los Angeles: Department of Special Collections, University Research 

Library, University of California, 1991).  
29 Henry Van Dyke, Fisherman’s Luck (Toronto: Copp Clark, 1915), and Van Dyke, Fisherman’s Luck 

(NY: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1905). 
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The Canadian edition of Dick’s Desertion: A boy’s adventures in Canadian 

forests, written by Canadian author Marjorie Pickthall provides a further example of 

variant bindings. Published in Toronto in 1906 by The Musson Book Company, 

according to the imprint, this edition was printed using the same sheets found in the 

English edition, published in London by S. W. Partridge & Co. Blue cloth used to bind 

the Musson edition, as shown in Figure 20, in addition to the title page, is the only 

difference between the red or green cloth bindings of the London edition in Figure 21. 

Lorimer and Chalmers of Edinburgh are also identified in both copies as the printers.30 

What is unusual with this item, however, is that it is very likely that the illustrator, 

Canadian Charles W. Jefferys, was also responsible for the book design.  

 

        

                               Figure 20 Canadian edition31  Figure 21 British edition32                                                             

          

 

30 The identification of the printers is found on the last page of the text.  
31 Marjorie L. C. Pickthall and Charles W. Jefferys, Dick’s Desertion, a Boy’s Adventures in Canadian 

Forests (Toronto: Musson Book Co. Ltd., 1906), ELPC PS8531 .I34 D4. 
32 Marjorie L. C. Pickthall and Charles W. Jefferys, Dick’s Desertion, a Boy’s Adventures in Canadian 

Forests: A Tale of the Early Settlement of Ontario (London: S.W. Partridge & Co., 8 and 9 Paternoster 

Row, 1905), ELPC PS8531 .I34 D4 1906. 
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Born in England in 1869, Jefferys moved to Toronto with his family in 1880. 

Jefferys, who began his career as a newspaper illustrator, went to school at the Ontario 

College of Art, followed by hands-on training at the Toronto Lithographing Company 

between 1885 and 1890.33 Best known for his work as a historical illustrator, it was 

Jefferys’s collaboration with Pierce after 1920 that launched his career. The policy at 

Ryerson was such that Pierce, and his predecessors and successors, were not permitted to 

outsource the binding—all of the binding work had to occur inhouse.34 The extra expense 

of decorating bindings, a not insignificant cost, especially if outside artists were required, 

meant that books often remained unadorned, especially in the period before the 1880s, a 

trend reflected in the ELPC.35  

Additionally, the cover image found on Dick’s Desertion is of interest. Related to 

the text that tells the story of a young boy growing up in the bush in Ontario, the image 

depicts a colonial scene, a common theme in Jefferys’ work.36 Jefferys shared Pierce’s 

nationalist view, a perspective frequently reflected in his work and a common thread that 

helped to forge a strong working relationship between the two men. 

As such, an awareness of bindings, as shown in the previous section, that appear 

to be produced in Canada guided the selection of publishers’ bindings for this chapter. 

 

33 Sandra Campbell, “From Romantic History to Communications Theory: Lorne Pierce as Publisher of C. 

W. Jefferys and Harold Innis,” Journal of Canadian Studies 30, no. 3 (1995), 96. For more on Jefferys, see 

R. H. (Robert H.) Stacey et al., C.W. Jefferys (Ottawa: National Gallery of Canada, 1985). 
34 This house policy also meant that cheaper, more efficient means of bookbinding could not be outsourced; 

Campbell, Both Hands, 472. 
35 Randall Speller, “Book Design and Illustration before Ryerson Press: Imprinting Canada,” Imprinting 

Canada: The McGraw Hill Ryerson Press Collection, October 2019, 

https://imprintingcanada.library.ryerson.ca/chapters/chapter-2/essays/book-design-and-illustration-at-the-

methodist-book-and-publishing-house-before-1919/. 
36 Brian S. Osborne, “The Kindling Touch of Imagination: Charles William Jefferys and Canadian 

Identity,” in A Few Acres of Snow: Literary and Artistic Images of Canada, ed. Paul Simpson-Housley 

(Toronto: Dundern Press, 1992), 45. Osborne identifies three recurring illustrative themes in Jeffery’s 

work: indigenous peoples, ordinary people and women.  
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Progressing chronologically by decade to illustrate how the bindings changed over time, 

the timeframe surveyed here begins shortly after Confederation. It ends in 1920, a period 

of significant change in Canada as a nation as well as in the Canadian publishing scene. 

World War 1 brought a renewed determination from prominent Canadian publishers, 

including Lorne Pierce, to build a national literature through the promotion of Canadian 

authors.37  

Prior to 1920, the market, as we have seen, rested primarily on importing reprints 

of British and American authors, that were cheaper than Canadian-bound books, a 

process underpinned by copyright law. As the last chapter revealed, however, book 

production and binding was growing in Canada. During the 1870s, Canadian book design 

fell into step with the trends elsewhere in the Atlantic triangle, although perhaps at the 

lower end of the price point. Publishers’ bindings in the 1870s continued with many 

design elements from the previous decades, such as the use of chromolithographs and 

other inserts.  Stylistically, the United States and Britain had begun to use asymmetry to 

decorate book covers, and Japanese influence could be found on the front boards.  

From the ELPC, Henry Scadding’s Toronto of Old provides evidence of variant 

bindings produced or procured by different publishers following the design trends of the 

1870s. Published in 1873 in Toronto by Adam, Stevenson & Co., as seen in Figure 22, it 

was bound in an inexpensive blue cloth with a small central vignette and only limited 

further detail. Five years later, Scadding’s text was published in Toronto by Willing & 

Williamson, successors to Adam, Stevenson & Co. The two Willing & Williamson 

 

37 George L. Parker, “Authors and Publishers on the Offensive: The Canadian Copyright Act of 1921 and 

the Publishing Industry 1920–1930” Papers of The Bibliographical Society of Canada 50, no. 2 (2012), 

https://doi.org/10.33137/pbsc.v50i2.22044, 132. 
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copies in the ELPC, Figures 23 and 24, are bound in different cloth, but employ the same 

design, including the use of black ink and ornamental gilt lettering. Successive editions 

are indicative of a text that sold well and warranted a more expensive binding. 

Interestingly, Hunter, Rose & Co., according to the verso of the title pages, printed and 

bound all three copies, illustrating the closeness of the industry.  

                   

               Figure 22 1873 edition38         Figure 23 187839          Figure 24 1878 Red cloth40 

                          

Also published in Canada in the 1870s, George Munro Grant’s Ocean to Ocean: 

Sandford Fleming’s expedition through Canada in 1872 was likewise available in a 

variety of bindings. The ELPC has numerous copies of Ocean to Ocean, published 

between 1873 and 1879, representing three publishers, each with a different binding. 

Given the period, different bindings are not unusual, although, as we saw in the last 

chapter with the publication of Canadian Wild Flowers, the reuse of binding designs was 

not uncommon. Ranging from faded purple book cloth with minimal decoration to green 

cloth stamped in gilt and black, the variants represent different qualities. The 1873 

 

38 Henry Scadding, Toronto of Old (Toronto: Adam, Stevenson & Co., 1873) ELPC F5499 .T6 S28 1873 
39 Henry Scadding, Toronto of Old (Toronto: Willing & Williamson, 1878) ELPC F5499 .T6 S28 1878 
40 Scadding. 
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edition was published in Canada by James Campbell & Son of Toronto and in London by 

Samson Low, Marston, Low & Searle. George E. Desbarats of Montreal provided the 

printing and stereotyping of the Campbell edition, but it is not known who did the 

binding. Belford Brothers of Toronto published the 1877 edition, and according to 

information on the verso of the title page, it was printed and stereotyped by the Globe 

Printing Company of Toronto, and bound by Hunter, Rose & Co.   

It is useful to contrast the Ocean to Ocean binding in Figure 25 to an example 

from Britain that encompasses all of the trends in bookbinding from the 1870s. Poetical 

Works of Thomas Moore, published in 1877 by William P. Nimmo, is ornately decorated 

featuring a central cameo and a surrounding black-stamped floral design on brown cloth. 

Although the Poetical Works binding exemplifies a higher level of artistry, the Belford 

edition of Ocean to Ocean also demonstrates a certain amount of craftsmanship, using 

generous amounts of gilt and black ink to add an aesthetic as well as an economic value 

to the book. Canadian bookbinders, it appears, were quite capable of producing beautiful 

bindings.  
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                Figure 25 Ocean to Ocean 187741                 Figure 26 Poetical Works 187842       

Evidence from the ELPC for the 1880s shows considerable continuity with 

previous decades, but also one significant change. Coloured inks and the use of silver 

through aluminum blocking added depth and interest to American and British bindings, 

whereas the use of black ink and gold continued to dominate the Canadian scene. The 

significant change involved how covers began to reflect the text. Figure 27, an image of 

the cover of The Life and Labors of Most Rev. John Joseph Lynch, featured a pictorial 

design in gold of St. Michael’s Cathedral, Toronto, on fine-ribbed diagonal cloth. 

Published in 1886 in Montreal and Toronto by J.A. Sadlier, the illustration of St. 

Michael’s Cathedral linked directly to the main topic of the text, Reverend Lynch, who 

became the third Bishop of Toronto in 1860.43 Similarly, the English translation of Guide 

 

41 George Munro Grant, Ocean to Ocean: Sandford Fleming’s expedition through Canada in 1872 

(Toronto: Belford Brothers, 1877). ELPC F5018 .G73 1877 
42 Thomas Moore, The Poetical Works of Thomas Moore (London and Edinburgh: William P. Nimmo, 

1877). W.D. Jordan Rare Book Collection PR5050 .E77 
43 Charles W. Humphries, “‘Lynch, John Joseph,’ in Dictionary of Canadian Biography, Vol. 11, 

University of Toronto/Université Laval, 2003–, Accessed December 1, 2019, 
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illustré de Sylviculteur Canadien, published in Montreal in 1885 by Eusebe Senécal as 

The Canadian Forester’s Illustrated Guide, used the cover, as seen in Figure 28, to 

reflect the text. Although the use of black ink in the design was not new, the use of bright 

blue cloth was a change from the ubiquitous green book cloth.44 Unfortunately, the 

binding designer is unknown for these covers, an all too common occurrence in the 

Canadian publishing scene during this time. 

    

                          Figure 27 Archbishop Lynch45      Figure 28 Illustrated guide46 

 Another trend during this decade includes the use of book cover design on school 

texts. Previously, textbooks had inexpensive paper or canvas coverings, with little or no 

decoration. As “authorized for use in the public schools of Ontario by the Minister of 

Education,” a marketing strategy involving decorative covers was not necessary, and thus 

 

Http://Www.Biographi.ca/En/Bio/Lynch_john_joseph_11E.Html.,” Dictioanry of Canadian Biography, 

accessed December 1, 2019, http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/lynch_john_joseph_11E.html.  
44 Green book cloth was the most prevalent choice of colour. Tomlinson and Masters, Bookcloth 1823-

1980. 
45 H.C. McKeown, The Life and Labors of Most Rev. John Joseph Lynch, D.D., Cong. Miss., First 

Archbishop of Toronto (Montreal: J.A. Sadlier, 1886), ELPC BX4705 .L9 M15. 
46 J.C. Chapais, The Canadian Forester's Illustrated Guide (Montreal: Eusebe Senécal, 1885), ELPC  

SD373 .C47 1885. 
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an incentive to cover the books in anything but the cheapest materials was lacking.47 

Figure 29 is an example of the new trend, published in 1886, where the use of black ink 

on yellow book cloth, although not reflective of the content, resulted in an attractive 

cover for “25 cents.” 

 

  Figure 29 Canadian School Text48 

It was the following two decades, however, that the most significant change to 

publishers’ bindings occurred, most notably as a direct result of the influence of the Arts 

and Crafts movement in Britain. William Morris, leading the movement, was known for 

his wallpaper and textile designs and had also established the Kelmscott Press in 1891, 

which focused on the aesthetics of book design.49 There was also an increase in designer 

book covers during this time in the United States, with hundreds of designers working in 

 

47 The Public School Grammar and Elements of Composition: With Numerous Exercises. (Toronto: Canada 

Publishing Company (Limited), 1886), title page. PE1111 .P97 1886 
48 The Public School Grammar and Elements of Composition. 
49  Fiona MacCarthy, “Morris, William (1834–1896),” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 8 October 

2009, https://doi-org.proxy.queensu.ca/10.1093/ref:odnb/19322. 

https://doi-org.proxy.queensu.ca/10.1093/ref:odnb/19322
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the field.50 Influences came from a wide variety of sources and resulted in a new level of 

sophistication, and at times, simplicity, in book cover design.                      

Increasingly, during the latter part of the nineteenth century, books published and 

sold in Canada began to move from the exclusively religious, theological, historical and 

biographical to include works of fiction. Canadian Charles William Gordon (1860-1937), 

writing under the pseudonym Ralph Connor, blurred the distinction, writing fiction as an 

ordained Presbyterian minister.  Year after year, Gordon churned out novels for an eager 

public, authoring over forty, thirty-one of which are in the ELPC. Gordon’s writing 

career began in 1897, when he sent off a manuscript, “Tales of the Selkirks,” to a 

Toronto-based newspaper The Westminster. Published in installments from January to 

November of that year, it would form the basis of Connor’s first novel, Black Rock, 

published by The Westminster Co. in 1898. Not only was it Connor’s first novel, but it 

was also the first novel published by Westminster.51  

The red cloth binding on this edition, as shown on the far left of Figure 30, shows 

a man, on his knees, with his face and arms lifted towards the sky. Although Eli Maclaren 

refers to the first edition by The Westminster Co. as ‘shabby’ and ‘an embarrassment,’ 

the cover design consisting of a single masculine figure makes repeated appearances on 

other Connor covers, transcending publishers and countries.52 MacLaren does not base 

his particular use of adjectives on the cover alone, he is also referring to the typography, 

poor paper quality (the Jordan copy also has acidic paper that is crumbling) and the 

 

50 Allen and Gullans, Decorated Cloth in America, 55. 
51 Parker, The Beginnings of the Book Trade in Canda, 248. 
52 Eli MacLaren, “The Magnification of Ralph Connor: ‘Black Rock’ and the North American Copyright 

Divide,” The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America 101, no. 4 (2007), 518.  
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physical construction of the book. Although Westminster probably supplied the paper for 

the first edition, given the newspaper quality and Westminster’s easy access to newsprint, 

the printing and binding of Black Rock, and other early editions of Connor’s work was 

contracted out to the Methodist Publishing House.53  

As is shown in the copies held in the ELPC, there is little continuity between the 

cover designs. On the far right, the green cloth binding of the H.M. Caldwell edition, 

dated in the library catalogue as 1898, has a feminine paper onlay, that does not correlate 

with the text or with the masculine figure of the Westminster copy. The copy published 

by Homewood, a publishing firm from Chicago, features an abstract design, unlike the 

other bindings. In 1901, Fleming H. Revell published Black Rock in blue cloth, a reprint 

of an earlier edition.54 Inside, there is an advertisement for other Connor books, 

introducing a new, illustrated edition of Connor’s second novel, The Sky Pilot, in a cloth 

binding for $1.25. Critically, it is the cover design, of the lone male figure, from the 

original Westminster edition with the Canadian binding, that is found most often on 

Connor’s novels in the ELPC. 

 

 

53 James H. Marsh and Jessica Potter, “English-Language Book Publishing,” Canadian Encyclopedia. 

Historica Canada, 2012, https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/english-language-book-

publishing. Parker provides particulars for the contract between Westminster and The Methodist House for 

the printing and binding of The Man from Glengarry, in The Beginnings of the Book Trade in Canada, 249. 
54 MacLaren identifies an earlier Revell edition of Black Rock from 1899, although the website of the Baker 

Publishing Company, formerly Revell, identifies the publication date as 1900; “The History of Fleming H. 

Revell,” Baker Publishing Group, 1995, http://bakerpublishinggroup.com/revell/about-revell;   MacLaren, 

“The Magnification of Ralph Connor." 
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Figure 30 Various Black Rock bindings55 

Revell was similar in its perspective to the Westminster Co., and Connor’s novels 

proved to be a good fit. Established in Chicago in 1870, the company published 

evangelical books until 1899 when it published Connor’s The Sky Pilot, its first novel. By 

1943, the company had sold 550,000 copies, and even more of Black Rock.56 Although 

the date of the Revell copy in the ELPC is given as 1899, most likely taken from the 

copyright statement on the verso of the title page, it is a much later edition. Inserted at the 

front is an advertisement for other books authored by Connor, a trend that is consistent 

with other Revell editions, stating that “nearly two million sold of these Rocky Mountain 

tales.”57 Two of the books listed for sale, The Angel and the star and The Life of James 

 

55 From left to right: Ralph Connor, Black Rock (Toronto: The Westminster Co., 1898); Ralph Connor, 

Black Rock (New York: Fleming H. Revell, 1901); Ralph Connor, Black Rock (Chicago: Homewood 

Publishing Co., c1901; Ralph Connor, Black Rock (New York: H.M. Caldwell, c1898), ELPC PS8463 .)73 

B6. 
56 “The History of Fleming H. Revell.” 
57  Ralph Connor, Black Rock: A Tale of the Selkirks (New York: Fleming H. Revell, 1901?) recto of title 

page opening. 
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Robertson, were not published until 1908, indicating that this copy of Black Rock could 

not have been published before 1908.  

Although all the books included in Figure 31 have a publication date of 1899 in 

the library catalogue, only the two published by Westminster actually include a date of 

publication on the title page. A publication date of 1899 cannot hold for the McClelland 

& Stewart copy, second from the right, as it lists advertisements for Conner novels that 

were published in 1906. Establishing the correct date of publication is important in 

determining who, or where, the binding was produced. Charles Gullans, in Decorated 

Cloth in America, attributes the Sky Pilot book design of the lone man on the 

Westminster edition to American Frank Hazen.58 Hazen did work for Revell, but not until 

1900, a year after the Westminster copy had been published.59 The design on the 

Westminster publication does not follow the same formula that Hazen used on other 

covers associated with his work. Gullans explains this by suggesting that the “cheap 

cloth, the zinc stamps and the thin ink” were to blame for the different style.60 Given that 

Hazen did not begin working for Revell until 1900, a year after the Westminster edition 

was published with the same cover, it is reasonable to continue with the assumption that 

the 1898 cover was produced in Canada. 

Except for the Westminster edition on the far left, the covers share the same 

typography and the ‘look’ although they represent different publishers. With the 

exception of the word ‘by’ the easy to read font in these four examples is bold, assertive 

and masculine. Contrasting this is the work ‘by’ with its decidedly more feminine script 

 

58 Allen and Gullans, Decorated Cloth in America, 85. 
59 Allen and Gullans, 76. 
60 Allen and Gullans, 90. 
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and sweeping letter ‘y’ with the long tail. Although this is the first time that this font 

appears on the covers of Connor’s books in the ELPC, it is not the last, showing up later 

on in four titles. As a marketing tool the font would send a message about the text and 

connect readers to Ralph Connor novels through the typeface. 

 

 

Figure 31 Various Sky Pilot editions61 

Matching the masculine font on three of the cloth covers is the figure of a lone 

man, reminiscent of the Westminster cover for Black Rock, published the previous year. 

As with the font, the robust and manly individual is used on the cover of eight other titles, 

each by various publishers. Not only is the image indicative of the ‘muscular 

Christianity’ narrative found in the text, but it is also evocative of the scouting movement 

of this period.62 The masculine font and image on the covers connected the reader to the 

 

61 Images, from left to right: Ralph Connor, The Sky Pilot: a Tale of the Foothills (Toronto: Westminster, 

1899); Ralph Connor, The Sky Pilot: a Tale of the Foothills (Toronto: Westminster, 1899); Ralph Connor, 

The Sky Pilot: a Tale of the Foothills (New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1899), Ralph Connor, The Sky Pilot : 

a Tale of the Foothills (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart Publishers, 1899) and Ralph Connor, The Sky 

Pilot: a Tale of the Foothills (Chicago: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1899), ELPC PS8463 .O73 S58. 
62 The hat that the man is wearing it typical of the ‘scouting’ style hat that Robert Baden-Powell, creator of 

the popular Boy Scouts program wore. For more on scouting and its influence see: Robert Baden-Powell, 

Scouting for Boys: A Handbook for Instruction in Good Citizenship (London: C.A. Pearson, 1910); Michael 

Foster, The Complete History of the British Boy Scouts (Aylesbury, UK: British Boy Scouts, 1987) and 

Robert H. MacDonald, Sons of the Empire: The Frontier and the Boy Scout Movement 1890-1918 Toronto: 

University of Toronto Press, 1993). 
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text, a story that follows the work of a young missionary in the foothills of the Rockies, 

while subtly acknowledging the importance of physical strength, morality and service to 

God and country.63 

In contrast, one of the early Westminster covers for the Sky Pilot, as seen on the 

far left of Figure 31, employs a narrower, less bold font on a light background. 

Additionally, instead of a figure of a man, the cover has a delicate orange-red prairie lily, 

a symbol of beauty and femininity, and representative of the western location of the 

novel. Perhaps done as a marketing tool to attract the female reader, it is a deviation from 

the typical Westminster covers used on the Connor texts. According to the bookplate, this 

particular copy, published by Westminster, belonged to Pierce’s personal library. 

The Connor novels serve to demonstrate the interconnectedness and complexities 

within the printing and publishing industry. Stereoplates and designs were shared (or 

taken) between companies, crossing borders and communities. Connor’s work was also 

widely distributed in the United States and Britain, frequently as pirated editions, the 

reverse of the typical flow of books across borders during this period.64 This reversal in 

fortunes for Westminster, the Canadian publisher, was a direct result of the lack of 

interest from American publishers in a Canadian author’s first book. Maclean’s Magazine 

went as far as to suggest that this error in judgment by the Americans led them to pirate 

millions of copies of Black Rock.65 Connor first shopped his initial manuscript to 

 

63 The term ‘muscular christianity’ was first used in 1857 in reference to Charles Kingsley’s novel Two 

Years Ago. For further research see: J.A. Mangan and James Walvin, editors, Manliness and Morality: 

Middle-Class Masculinity in Britain and America, 1800-1940 (United Kingdom: Manchester University 

Press, 1987), and Norman Vance, The Sinews of the Spirit: The Ideal of Christian Manliness in Victorian 

Literature and Religious Thought (Boston: Cambridge University Press, 1985).  
64 Eli MacLaren, “The Magnification of Ralph Connor," 510. 
65 Harris L. Adams, “The Career of ‘Ralph Conners,’” MacLeans 25, no. 6 (1913), 112. 
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American publishers, as was common at the time, most likely ending up with 

Westminster because of his previous dealings with the company. American publishers did 

not make the same mistake with Connor’s second novel, Sky Pilot, with Revell becoming 

Connor’s American publisher.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Lorne Pierce devoted his life to changing the Canadian literary landscape through 

the publishing business and his role as editor of the Ryerson Press. Pierce had a broad 

knowledge of Canadian culture and history, and his forty years at the editorial helm of the 

Ryerson Press resulted in a deep understanding of the book industry, not only in Canada 

but beyond its borders. Queen’s Library had been building its collections, including 

holdings in Canadiana, but it was Lorne Pierce’s initial donation and his continual 

guidance that developed the collection into what it is today.  

Similar to James Barry of Six Mile Brook, Pierce wore many hats. Depending on 

one’s relationship with him, he was an ordained minister, author, educator and champion 

of those whom he felt could move Canada forward. Strong Canadian literature would 

help build a national identity, Pierce believed. The austere bindings that Barry produced 

reflected a different movement and purpose than the majority of those in the ELPC, but 

not all. Pierce, who used his position in the publishing industry to promote and build a 

Canadian literature culture saw book design as art. More than merely a container for the 

text contained within, it was a reflection of the text, and a reflection of the times in which 

the bindings were produced. He lamented on the lack of “beautiful books” produced in 
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Canada, as noted at the beginning of the chapter. Furthermore, the materiality of the 

book, the book as object, to Pierce, was part of the framework in which the meaning of 

the text was created — both Pierce and Barry, however, viewed books as tools, 

harbingers of learning and essential for the dissemination of information. 

The examples drawn from the ELPC, chosen to represent a sampling of Canadian 

publishers’ bindings in the decades between 1870 and 1920, offer a visual record of the 

bookbinding situation in Canada and the cultural, social and technological changes that 

effected them. The publishers’ bindings in the collection reflect the growth identified in 

the Canadian publishing industry seen in the census in the Lovell chapter. Although 

Canada was late to the table, publishers managed to ease into the international publishers’ 

binding scene, eventually finding a seat at the table consistent with the social and cultural 

situation of the times. Examples in the previous pages show simple cloth bindings, done 

to keep the cost down, but also elaborate designs that rivalled those created in the United 

States and Britain.  
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Conclusion 

Book production changed little from the 1450s when Johannes Gutenberg first 

invented movable type until the middle of the nineteenth century. Indeed, Gutenberg 

would have recognized James Barry’s 1870 printing and binding shop in Six Mile Brook, 

Nova Scotia. During the nineteenth century, however, bookbinderies in the United States 

and Britain changed, transitioning from small privately-owned businesses to large 

establishments owned by publishers. Before this, binderies were mostly separate from 

book production. Book buyers took their newly purchased texts, secured by the publisher 

or bookseller in temporary paper wrappers, to the binder. Books were bound for the 

owner according to their wealth and taste. An emerging reading public in the nineteenth 

century, however, fueled the need for growth and innovation in book publishing, and the 

specific technical and aesthetic developments that resulted reflected ideas and material 

constraints of the societies from which they emerged.  

Canada, to be sure, experienced the same changes that resulted from the need for 

less expensive books in Britain and the United States—industrialization and the 

emergence not only of a mass reading public but, and perhaps more significantly, the 

ability of the book-buying public to purchase more books.  Full of potential, a few 

circumstances unique to Canada nevertheless frustrated and delayed the development of a 

significant book publishing industry for several decades. Copyright proved to be a 

formidable opponent for publishers. Part of the British empire, but geographically next to 

the United States, Canada, bound by imperial law and impacted by American legislation, 

shared the English language and liberal culture with both. Given the state of Canadian 

publishing circa the 1870s, Canadian authors such as Bliss Carman and James De Mille, 
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were forced to seek external publishing outlets for their work. This, in turn, limited the 

need for publishing innovations in Canada.  

Although faced with significant challenges, publishing and binding existed in the 

British North American colonies, often in creative ways. James Barry, for example, was 

printing and binding hundreds of books in his rural Nova Scotia shop in the latter half of 

the nineteenth century, work that he did in addition to his fulltime role as the 

owner/operator of the local shingle and grist mills. Fortunately, hundreds of Barry’s 

books—those that formed part of his library as well as those printed and bound by him—

survive. Artifacts by themselves do not tell the complete story, however, and in Barry’s 

case, the daily diaries that he maintained for fifty-six years, beginning in 1849, serve to 

complete the narrative. Using Barry’s account, we can establish what he printed and 

bound and for whom, reconstructing his practice in a way that we cannot for Lovell. 

Moreover, an examination of the books alongside the diaries illuminates how 

Barry dealt with copyright restrictions and other challenges. The publishers’ cloth and the 

style of binding speak to Barry’s handiwork, and the title pages alongside diary entries 

reveal the pirating and copyright infringement that Barry was engaged in. As a printer, 

binder, publisher, bookseller, agent and reader, Barry was the epitome of Robert 

Darnton’s communications circuit, demonstrating the degree to which these facets existed 

in nineteenth-century Nova Scotia.1 Despite his rural surroundings, Barry was part of the 

intellectual milieu of the Atlantic triangle, producing as well as copying printed books. 

Books, however, are not bound by their covers, and the Canadian borders did not 

bind John Lovell. In comparison with Barry’s one-person business, Lovell, an important 

 

1 Darnton, “What Is the History of Books?,” 68. 
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Montreal publisher in the nineteenth century, expanded his business to Toronto as well as 

the United States. As was common in the United States and Britain at the time, but less so 

in Canada, Lovell also operated an onsite bindery. Similar to Barry, Lovell was hampered 

and frustrated by copyright law, laws that impinged his ability to make money and 

impeded his goal of a national publishing industry. To circumvent these laws, in 1871, 

Lovell opened a printing business in New York state, intending to print American and 

British popular works, before sending them to the Montreal establishment for binding and 

eventual sale in the Canadian market; creative solutions for an inhospitable Canadian 

market. In this way, binding expanded in Canada, both geographically and in the number 

of employees, even as its cover design ability remained more limited than in other larger 

countries. 

Lovell, a national publisher, printer and binder, served as the conduit in this thesis 

between Barry, the small-town bookbinder, and Lorne Pierce, a twentieth-century editor 

and book collector. It was through the Edith and Lorne Pierce Collection of Canadiana at 

Queen’s that the publishers’ bindings produced in Canada revealed themselves. Pierce 

saw the bindings as works of art, reflective of the text that they protected and the 

societies in which they were produced. His aesthetic appreciation of bindings was a tacit 

celebration that they were bindings at all—Canadian made, brought about through 

difficult historical circumstances. Additionally, Pierce supported and pursued a stronger 

publishing industry in Canada, as did Lovell. Despite this, Pierce collected (and donated) 

many books published outside of Canada, albeit with Canadian authors. Often, as has 

been demonstrated, determining the country of origin of bookbindings during the 

nineteenth century is hazardous. Frequently, Canadian publishers imported already bound 
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American or British books, inserting their imprint into the text block, and often adding 

the company initials or logo to the cloth-bound spine.  

 Books and their objectness cannot be understood in isolation, removed from the 

cultures and societies in which they were produced. As was shown with Barry, Lovell 

and Pierce, books circulate geographically and in time. Although all three were operating 

at different places at different times, they faced similar issues. Political borders, despite 

strict copyright laws, did not prohibit the circulation of books. To be sure, Canadians, 

such as Lovell, and Barry on a smaller scale, became adept at circumnavigating laws 

meant to hinder the Canadian publishing scene in the late nineteenth century. Despite 

these challenges, it has been shown that publishers’ bindings were produced in Canada, 

by Barry, Lovell and others. Additionally, binding design developed aesthetically through 

the decades. The progressive use of gilt, coloured ink and stylistic covers that reflected 

the content led to mature and ornate bindings. And, as with the Ralph Connor bindings, 

cover designs that resonated with the American as well as Canadian reading public. 

The work done in this thesis opens the door for further research into Canadian 

publishers’ bindings. A broader survey of bindings, similar to those completed in the 

United States and Britain, would serve to further the understanding of the Canadian 

situation, especially of French language texts.2 Moreover, an extensive study might 

potentially uncover the names and lives of more book designers in Canada during this 

period. As we saw in this thesis, publishers’ bindings existed in Canada, but who was 

creating them? Although the work of the men and women book designers in the United 

 

2 For example, see: Allen, Victorian Bookbindings, Allen and Gullans, Decorated Cloth in America, Nixon 

and Foot, The History of Decorated Bookbinding in England, and Ball, Victorian Publishers’ Bindings. 
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States and the U.K. is well-known, we know little about their Canadian counterparts.3 An 

examination of publishers’ bindings in Canada fits well within other studies of the same 

genre in the United States and Britain, connecting Canada to the British Atlantic, of 

which it played a part.  

The original objective of a bookbinding was to contain the text block and to limit 

the amount of dust and debris allowed in, protecting the words and intellect contained 

within. Nevertheless, the information that the bindings convey is boundless. Bindings 

reflect the value and values of the book owner, and the potential marketing desires of the 

publishers. As objects, they address more comprehensive questions relating to the culture 

in which they were created and used, the audience that these cultural commodities were 

intended for and who was using them — questions of intellectual, political and social 

change.  

Although part of the same transatlantic triangle as the United States and Britain, 

Canada reacted slowly to the pressures of print. Copyright and a small population spread 

out over a wide swath of land that led to exigencies of distribution were two of the main 

hindrances to a robust national book trade. Unfortunately, scholarship on the Canadian 

bindery during the nineteenth century has also been slow to develop. Fortunately, and in 

contrast to the history itself, resources necessary for expediting Canadian scholarship are 

available. As the examples used in this thesis have demonstrated, along with many others 

 

3 In addition to many academic library websites focusing on book designers, see: Gullans and Espey, 

Margaret Armstrong and American Trade Bindings, Charles Gullans and John J. Espey, “American Trade 

Bindings and Their Designers 1880–1915,” in Collectible Books, ed. Jean Peters (New York: Bowker, 

1979), 32–67, and Nixon and Foot, The History of Decorated Bookbinding in England. 
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held in academic libraries, there is a ready aperture for exploring the Canadian case—

researchers need only take a peek. 
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